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BUSHFIRES: Hardware Helps Out

Forecast 2020

Bushfires have burnt over 17 million hectares over the past year, seven million
outside the Northern Territory. As communities struggle to come to terms
with the disaster, and begin recovery, hardware stores are at the forefront of
helping regional Australia get going again. HNN spoke to Andrew Graham
of Traralgon H Hardware about his efforts to help out, and to Peter Hunt of
Corryong Building Supplies about the effect on his community, and how it is
recovering.
The big question remains, what happens next? The science indicates we are at
the start of a major shift, brought about by climate change. How can
Australia adapt, and how can the hardware retail industry participate n mitigation, prevention and recovery efforts?

What will 2020 look like? Probably much like 2019. While the
Reserve Bank of Australia forecasts
a “soft recovery”, HNN doesn’t see
that happening in hardware. The
decline may halt, but improvement
is unlikely. The only exception
is Victoria, which grew strongly
through 2019, and will
likely continue to grow,
albeit at a slower rate.

POS & Data Analytics

IHG/Total Tools

36

Up until recently point-of-sale systems have been one of the less dynamic
areas in software development. As the era of data analytics looms, that is set
to change.
Many smaller retailers remain uncertain about how analytics might help them
out. We’re beginning to see the first POS-based products emerge that are
based on analytics, sometimes modelled through artificial intelligence (AI).
HNN delves into the shallower waters of what analytics can do, specifically the
excitingly titled “K-means clustering”. It’s a new world for store management,
but also potentially a better one.
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The rumoured acquisition of Total
Tools by Metcash, to add it to the
Independent Hardware Group
(IHG), seems to have been nixed.
Given the recent news that IHG #2
Annette Welsh will soon replace
Mark Laidlaw as CEO, it’s not
surprising the company is dialling
back on ambition until
the new CEO is established.

25

Bunnings Rozelle gets DA OK

10

After three years Bunnings has managed to gain approval to build
a unique store in Rozelle , an inner-city suburb of Sydney. The
company got there by making mammoth concessions on supply
via trucks and operating hours. There has also been a great deal of
contestation about traffic patterns.
For Grant Crowle, whose retail operation The Hardware Store, will
be a direct competitor, there is something about the whole deal
that doesn’t add up. He can’t see how Bunnings can supply the
store, given the limitations. Will Bunnings play by the
set rules? It’s a situation that HNN, Mr Crowle, and a
number of community groups will watch carefully.
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Publisher’s Note

Covering the bushfires from a hardware industry
perspective was never going to be easy. It wasn’t just a
matter of “too soon” -- it’s an ongoing story.
Fortunately, we received some great help from Andrew
Graham of Traralgon H Hardware, and Peter Hunt
(pictured) of Corryong
Building Suppliers. The real
story is everything you would
expect from our industry -real Aussies doing
their best to help
their communities.
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COMMENT

Are the bushfires the result of climate
change, as about 15 years of research
would indicate, or did we just get some
bad luck? Will keeping the budget in
surplus magically help to fix a declining
Australian economy, or would it be
better to add stimulus spending directed
towards software development?
Comment doesn’t answer any of these
questions, be we have some
fun not answering them.

9

Product Focus

Changing up your POS software can seem like a big challenge. For
Michael Kubank of Merino Engineering in Cardiff, New South Wales, it
also gave a real boost to his business, and the way he serves customers.
The key is choosing a good provider, and Mr Kubank won out
by going with Merlin Software’s Cobalt product.
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The Lakes H Hardware - LAKES ENTRANCE, VIC
How did you come into the hardware business?
I was the store manager of this store under the previous owners when it was
a bannered store. In 2016 the owners called me looking to sell. My wife,
Leanne and I spent many a night around the kitchen table running figures
and swapping ideas for the store. We decided to go for it but we wanted to
be truly independent and in control of our stock.

What made you decide on branding your new store H Hardware?
We had a few recommendations to join the HBT Buying Group and when that
stacked up we had a chat with Steve Fatileh who showed us the branding
for H Hardware. It looked great, the colours are eye catching and it really
stands out. The clincher for us was that the store was ours, we could be

For more information and
membership application call

1300 305 719

independent with a strong brand and no forced promotional stock eating up
floor space and our bottom dollar.

How is business today?
We opened in July 2016 and 12 months on business is good. We’ve had
growth and we have strong customer base. Our trade business makes up
75% of the business, I look after that and Leanne is the face of our retail
side. It’s come along way from our first official order that BGC sent to our
house and I borrowed a trailer to be able to deliver it to site.

What would you say to someone considering transitioning
to H Hardware?

If you want to have control of your business, your stock, your promotions
and a stand out brand,then H Hardware is a no brainer.

publisher’s note
When we returned to the HNN writing and editing desk in
early January, the first thing we decided to do was scrap our
original plans for the first edition th nmis year. Instead we
thought it was more important to respond to what was happening around the country: the bushfires.
Since then, we worked to quickly coordinate interviews and
put together content to develop a narrative that is relatable and
relevant to the hardware industry. Two regional Victorian retailers feature prominently in our story, Andrew Graham from
H Hardware Traralgon and Peter Hunt from Corryong Building
Supplies. Both played different roles during the bushfires.
Andrew has a history of contributing to bush fire recovery.
This would not come as a surprise to anyone who has dealt
with him. Andrew is one of those people who makes practical
use of his kindness. From hiring staff with disabilities to organising this current initiative, Andrew often reaches out to help.
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Based on his experiences of helping out with the Black Saturday bushfires in 2009, Andrew set out to work with some of
his suppliers and fellow HBT store owners to sell Fire Recovery
Kits.
This kind of activity helps store owners and end-users in a
genuine way. Suppliers contributed products (and a percentage
of margin) they would have earned but probably gained a lot
more in terms of integrity. Each one is mentioned in the story.
What is impressive to HNN is the effort and the thinking
Andrew did to get the Fire Recovery Kits together in a short
amount of time. He chose carefully
the suppliers he wanted to contribute
to the kits, ensuring the quality of
the products is high. He negotiated
individual margins on each product,
organised their delivery, put the kits
together ready for sale, and ensured
the other stores had them in-stock to
sell.
It would have been easier to just
make a donation, and we know Andrew did that too.
What this tells us is that the future
of hardware retailing is very safe with
people like Andrew. He is young, ambitious for the industry, social media
savvy, and has a thoughtful intellihnn.bz

Andrew Graham ffrom H
Hardware Traralgon (VIC)
had a very astute and
pragmatic approach to
helping with the bushfire recovery effort.

gence that all make for natural leadership
skills. We need more people like him.
In Corryong, Peter’s house and store
were in direct line of the bushfires. Luckily his structures survived but he is surrounded by black ashes including a large
tract of his land. He spoke a lot about the
ongoing impact on the local economy once
the mainstream media attention turn their
attention to other disasters, and the rest of
the world has moved on.
But it will be difficult to forget his resilience in the face of catastrophe where he
continued to open his store when there
was no electricity, just so people could get
what they needed to start the recovery
process and build again.
Thank you to Andrew and Peter who
spoke to us for the story. Also thanks to
the top executives at HBT and Bunnings
who provided responses.
Independent Hardware Group declined
to participate.
See you next time,
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Bunnings held a number of sausage sizzles across its
national network of stores to raise money for bushfire
relief. In addition to Bunnings, employees in parent
company Wesfarmers including Kmart, Target, Officeworks and the industrials division have been offered
paid leave if they join the volunteer services fighting the
bushfires across the country.
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DIGITAL
IS THE FUTURE
OF MARKETING
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YOU NEED TO FUTURE PROOF YOUR BUSINESS.

Still relying on print? Consider this: how much time do your customers spend
using their mobile phone and computer? And how much time do they spend
reading magazines? Which matters more to them?
DIGITAL is all about performance and engagement. DIGITAL readers opt-in
to receive your message — they’re not just another address on a mailing list.
DIGITAL doesn’t just earn attention, it measures it as well. No other media
has the equivalent of downloads, which directly show reader engagement.
And DIGITAL is also less expensive, simpler and more flexible.
To make the move to DIGITAL, just call HI News on 0411 431 832, or email
Betty Tanddo on betty@hnn.bz. The future looks great, believe us.
hnn.bz

comment
There are, HNN would suggest, some surprising similarities between
government policies as regards bushfires and the economy.
In terms of bushfires, there has been well-researched scientific evidence awarding a high probability to increased danger over time. One report put together by scientists from the Bureau of Meteorology and the
CSIRO in 2007 pegged 2020 as the year when the effects of an increased
danger would first become noticeable.
When we look at the Australian economy, we can see something quite
similar. HNN has frequently cited the very good speech by the governor
of the Reserve Bank of Australia, Philip Lowe, where he indicated that
the growth sector Australia needed to develop was pretty much anything
that was software related. (rba.gov.au/speeches/2018/sp-gov-2018-06-13.html)
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Both sets of scientific advice have been almost ignored by successive
governments of all persuasions. This would seem to be the result of a
combination of two cultural situations. The first is the well-known “she’ll
be right” philosophy that works so very well for surfers, footballers and
Instagram stars, but perhaps less well for people actually concerned with
producing real value.
The second is that all too often this scientific stuff is just so inconvenient. All those facts, the data, the weirdo math equations, and let’s face
it, do they ever smile, scientists? Do they ever just come up with some
kind of life affirmation, such as “it all looks pretty bad, but we’re sure it
will all work out OK in the end”?
While it’s easy to make fun of this sort of bad judgement, it’s really in
part a response to another phenomenon in Australia and elsewhere in
the world. This is that when a risk is predicted and action taken to avert
its ill effects, later on doubts are cast that the risk ever really existed.
The classic case for this is the Y2K bug. As one part of the HNN team
spent a very busy 1999 helping to fix this problem, these doubts tend
to create an interesting season of head-desking around the office -- especially because it is a pretty easy thing to understand. What do you
think happens when you try to sort ascending dates and you have years
represented as 93, 84, 98, 73 and 00? Or when you subtract the year 1998,
represented as “98” from the year 2000, represented as “00”? (And no, as
one person suggested, the answer, surprisingly, is not -2.) In technical
programming terms, this gives rise to a situation we refer to as “thing go
boom”. Not good.
Looking at the bushfire situation, it’s not going to be all that surprising
if we see the government do the bare minimum in 2020, and only really
take serious action when we have a second catastrophe sometime in the
next three years.

hnn.bz

Really, that’s what is going to happen.
At the moment, it seems the bad bushfire season is being treated
like a bit of bad luck. It may be bad luck, but it’s the sort of bad luck
you get when you stand in the middle of a busy road on a rainy
night wearing a black overcoat.
Similarly, when it comes to the economy, it looks like the current
plan is to wait until the US lifts sanctions on China, other economies magically recover, driving demand, and Australia can go back
to shipping large amounts of iron ore and coal at high prices. Meantime, we’re going to balance the budget. We’re not really sure why,
but that’s the plan.
There are really two difficulties here. One is that there is a very
big possibility that there is no real intention by the current US
administration to lift sanctions on China. This is a complex issue,
but in short form, it has become less about establishing a better
balance of trade, and more about harming the Chinese economy.
More importantly, every day that goes past spent on waiting for
the good ol’ days to come back is another day when Australia slips
further behind. Technology, like any business endeavour, is not
something you can just wheel in, it’s the result of building a sophisticated, supportive culture.
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Meanwhile, of course, some businesses are surging ahead in this
area, notably Wesfarmers. While from the outside that looks like
it’s all data analytics, it’s just as much about artificial intelligence
and a broader embrace of technology. That company is likely to
become an even more dominant player in retail and other sectors.
Should we be worried about that in the hardware sector? Could
Bunnings become even more dominant? Well no, of course not.
She’ll be right. We’re absolutely sure it’s all going to be just fine, in
the end.
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Bunnings gets go-ahead
for Rozelle store
name:
in this
•update:
products:
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• The Inner West
Council has been
online:
overruled by the
• NSW Land Court,
to grant Bunsocial:
nings permis• sion to build a
mini-warehouse
email:
in Rozelle
•
• Bunnings
start
text severe
accepted
limitations in
terms of truck
size and frequency of deliveries in
order to succeed

• Traffic flow was
the subject of
much debate,
with the council
arguing the comparisons offered
by Bunnings
were not accurate
• Grant Crowle,
who will be competing with the
new Bunnings,
is puzzled as to
how Bunnings
will make the
arrangement
work

The long-running saga of efforts
by Bunnings to open a kind of
mini-warehouse store in the inner-Sydney suburb of Rozelle has
finally concluded its first phase.
After several years, a refusal to
grant a building application, and
a successful appeal to the New
South Wales Land Court, Bunnings
now has a go-ahead to build the
store.
The judgement in the case
Artazan Property Group Pty
Ltd v Inner West Council [2019]
NSWLEC 1555 is available online at: bit.ly/2Uq9it3 . Artazan
pushed forward the case for the
Wesfarmers-owned Bunnings.
The development company has
honed its skills at helping some
less popular projects past council
objections, most notably with the
expansion of the Stiletto brothel in
Camperdown, which one Sydney
councillor dubbed “the Westfield of
brothels”.
Grant Crowle leans againt the front wall of The Hardware Store
There are a number of features
that make this case compelling. On
Objections
the town planning, and local independent store
In the end, the objections came down mainversus corporate giant angle, the town council
ly
to issues related to traffic and congestion.
has had its hand forced to permit the construcAdditional
matters considered included trading
tion of a large retail premise is an area that is
hours,
secondary
effects of traffic congestion,
basically industrial in nature. One question
issues
related
to
flooding
and to pollution.
that gets raised by this is exactly how fair other
The
traffic
issue
was
examined
from a number
planning decisions will now look in retrospect.
of
perspectives.
According
to
Section
20 of the
Will the council need to slacken some restricruling:
tions, so that smaller retailers can compete at
Council’s traffic-related concerns can be sumthe same level as Bunnings?
marised
as follows: (1) negative impacts on local
From the perspective of Bunnings, this kind
traffic
system
(here I also consider traffic-related
of development has the potential to serve as a
amenity
concerns),
(2) inadequate parking and
model store for a new strand of development,
(3)
inadequate
loading
and unloading arrangeas it seeks to reach deeper into highly active
ments.
areas of inner-cities with smaller format stores
The first point came down to these three
that are almost tailor-made of click-and-collect/
concerns:
home delivery operations.
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catchment was the number of households within a 10 minute drive from the store, and suggested that stores such as Kent Town actually had a
higher number of households than the store at
Rozelle would have.
In terms of constraints, the Bunnings side
agreed to a number of constraints in terms of
its delivery vehicles. These would be limited to
Expected traffic generation
15 vehicles per weekday, except in the month of
This portion of the discussion was further
December, when this would be increased to 20
divided into three parts:
per day.
(1) supply side predictors of traffic (in particuThe size of these vehicles was also restricted.
lar considering gross floor area (GFA) of the out- There would be limited to medium rigid vehilet, and product/service offerings (in particular cles, up to 8.8 metres in length, excluding the 12.5
the attraction to professional tradespersons), (2) metre trucks previously proposed.
demand side predictors (eg considering geoThe representatives for the Inner West
graphic sales catchments and relevant compeCouncil did suggest that, while there were
tition), and (3) proposed or induced constraints restrictions on the use of the loading dock for
(eg specific conditions imposed by regulators or tradies, continued market demand might see
adopted by proponents).
this change. However, this concern was not
In terms of supply side, this largely came down agreed to.
to trying to find comparable Bunnings stores
which could be used to infer the traffic load the Capacities of existing network to acstore would attract, which was expressed as the commodate expected new traffic
“peak traffic generation rate”, given in vehicle
This discussion largely devolved to the matter
trips per hour, per 100 square metres of floor
of whether the Mullins/Parsons Street intersecspace. Four locations were used: Fairfield, Viction immediately in front of the proposed store
toria; Lilydale, Victoria; Artarmon, New South
location would be adversely affected to a critical
Wales; and Kent Town, South Australia.
extent. Expert opinion, modelling and vidArtarmon had a higher level of traffic genera- eo-based evidence was submitted by both sides.
tion than the other sites, but the Bunnings side
The critical factor considered was whether
countered this by suggesting this was because it traffic at the intersection would back up so far
had a larger catchment area.
as to block the actual exit and entrance to the
The point was also made by the Bunnings side proposed store. That entrance is set back just 30
that the store did not feature a tradie loading
metres from the intersection.
area for utes, which would reduce vehicular
It was found that in the end, the added traffic
traffic.
level would be acceptable.
In terms of the demand side, Bunnings reprecontinues next page
sented that the measure it used to determine
(1) expected traffic generation of the development, (2) capacities of existing network to
accommodate expected new traffic; with the
ultimate point of attention the capacity of the
Parsons/Mullins Street intersection to accommodate the additional traffic, and (3) residential
amenity implications of additional traffic.
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A mock-up of what the
Bunnings store would
look like once completed.
Evidently, just another
neighbourhood hardware
store.

insight
Local traffic impacts
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er over in Alexandria, in close proximity to one
of the largest Bunnings warehouses.
Here the Court chose to rely heavily on
Grant was one of the people who helped
evidence tendered by the Bunnings side using
previous
applications by Bunnings be rejected,
traffic modelling through SIDRA (Signalized
and
he
found
the process that took place with
Intersection Design and Research Aid). This is a
the
New
South
Wales Land Court to not be very
software package developed by the Australian
helpful.
As
he
told
HNN:
Road Research Board as an aid for capacity
[Bunnings]
were
refused
three times by council,
planning.
and
then
they
go
to
the
NSW
Land Environment
Modelling through SIDRA showed that the
Court,
and
that
[usually]
takes
forever. But the
effect on local traffic of building the Bunnings
weirdest
thing
that
happened
was
that the last
store would be minimal. As a secondary point,
hearing
was
in
March,
and
usually
Land Envithe Court also noted that as the area was zoned
ronment
Court,
the
commissioner
would
bring
light industrial, it did not have the same expeca
decision
within
days,
or
two
weeks
or
so
at the
tations and restrictions as a pure residential
longest.
Nine
months
later,
they’ve
just
made
a
area might have had.
decision.
Parking
So [Bunnings] kept going backwards and forwards to council and the commissioner. Saying
As regards parking, the decision followed the
same pattern as that for traffic generation. The we’ll do this, we’ll do that to make it all work,
they kept going back. They couldn’t get the
Council suggested a higher rate of parking per
100 square metres, the Bunnings side suggested trucks in there and the hours were a problem,
access is huge, all these things, and they kept
a lower one, and the Court agreed more with
the Bunnings modelling than the Council’s. This saying, “Oh, we just want to be a local neighwas largely because the Council modelling was borhood store”. Sure, like when you’ve got 4000
derived from parking at larger Bunnings ware- square metres selling space and your building is
15.5 metres tall.
house store, and the Court accepted Bunnings’
While the process was a bit of a puzzle to
argument that customers parked for shorter
Grant, what is even more of puzzle to him is
periods at smaller stores.
how Bunnings is going to make the store work,
Summary
given the conditions that have been placed on
One way of looking at the case for the Bunit.
nings store in Rozelle is that it is a unique store
The conditions that the commissioner has put
being built in a somewhat unique location.
on them makes it impossible to actually work.
While many locals do not think that the model- They are only allowed 8.5 tonne trucks, 8.8 metre
ling presented by the Bunnings side will reflect medium rigids at the most. They are only althe real traffic situations in the long term, the
lowed 15 deliveries a day, Monday to Friday, only
Court really had no choice but to accept the
within business hours, and there are no weekend
data tendered and regard it as reasonable.
deliveries, no after-hours deliveries. They are not
This does mean, however, that this developallowed to deliver to any tradespeople at all offment will be closely monitored into the future.
If the Bunnings modelling proves correct, then
the Rozelle Bunnings could serve as the basis
for the construction of similar projects in other
inner-urban areas. If it instead turns out that
the modelling is quite wrong, Rozelle will form a
strong basis for Councils elsewhere in Australia
to reject similar planning permissions.

The view on the ground
Somewhat unsurprisingly, one of the local
hardware store owners who will be affected
by the new Bunnings, Grant Crowle, had a few
things to say about the approval. Grant runs
the creatively titled “The Hardware Store”,
which has two stores, one just down the road
from the site of the new Bunnings, and the oth-
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The Hardware Store
is nestled into a leafy
sidestreet.

insight
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site, so no outwards goods. Tradesmen are not
allowed to use the loading docks. Everything’s
got to go to the car park. And so, if they abide by
the rules, it’s inoperable.
Grant’s puzzlement isn’t based on speculation,
or even modelling: it comes directly from his
own experience.
We use medium rigid vehicles, because that’s a
condition of our development application (DA),
and we have on average nearly 15 deliveries a
day. My store is less than one twelfth the size
of theirs, and we have trouble keeping it full. I
mean, we bring in three pallets at a time on our
truck. That’s the most you can get in on an eight
and half tonner. So there’s no way they can fill a
building under those restrictions for the amount
of turnover they will do.
When you count your 15 deliveries a day, that
could be, one delivery could be one pallet of
Dulux. That comes off one truck, so that’s one
delivery. Bunnings being in the same situation
as we are, besides their name brand goods, noname goods, they’re getting deliveries from the
likes of Dulux and Sika and the timber guys. So
if they stick to the rules, how do they get a bag
of concrete in there, or a stick of timber in there,
a delivery of doors? And even Dulux has stopped
using small couriers. So what are they going to
do?
Grant’s real concern is that the only way the
store can work is if the rules are not strictly followed by Bunnings. Or, with the store opening
likely only in another four or five years, that
Bunnings will make a subsequent application,
based on new “modelling”, that will enable it to
undo some of the restrictions currently in place.
Alongside that he has a concern, which has
been growing over the years, that Bunnings
has switched from a strict profitability model,
to acting more like a monopoly, seeking market
control. Certainly in his own case, while he does
see much of his trade-oriented business remaining unaffected by Bunnings, he is still thinking
of moving his store elsewhere. Due to the way

traffic is handled in the region, Grant thinks he
can move just 1.5km away, and find better access
to existing markets.

Analysis
No one, of course, is privy to what Bunnings’
strategy is except Bunnings itself, but it does
seem that the Rozelle store must play an outsize
role in the development of new strategies, given
how much time and resources Bunnings has
put into it at just the planning stage. Given its
unique design, it’s tempting to see it as the kind
of store that would complement online sales,
or even potentially a nearby warehouse (of the
storage kind) that could be used for remote dispatch of goods to building sites and consumers.
Bunnings might be able to service the store
under the existing restrictions, but that would
take a considerable logistical operation, with
every inbound truck carrying goods that had
been completely repackaged to maximise the
delivery. That is going to be pretty expensive
however — unless it forms part of a broader,
more generalised pattern. Is the Rozelle store,
then, a sign that Bunnings intends to shake up
its logistics operations?
Taken strictly from the independent hardware
retailer side of the story, one of the features that
stands out is that it might be time for many local councils to recalibrate. If firms like Bunnings
can force their way into developments, then
councils need to think about further relaxing
the rules they use to control smaller retailers.
Paradoxically, those restrictions end up benefitting businesses like Bunnings, as they restrict
smaller retail developments, but pose less of a
barrier to companies with the size, experience
and resources to override the decisions of local
councils.

The elevation view of
the proposed Bunnings
mini-warehouse for
Rozelle.
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statistics
Forecast: Hardware retail
sales growth in 2020
in this
update:
update:
•start
The text
RBA is mildly
optimistic about
the Australian
economy for
2020

• The RBA forecasts
growth in GDP of
2.5% for the year

15

• However, a number of downside
factors indicate
a less than 50%
probability this
will prove true

• Projecting housing demand from
building approvals indicates
2020 is most
likely to be like
2019
• Demand trends
will cease to
decline, but any
improvement wil
be mild

• The economy is
highly vulnerable to disruptions, such as a
second bad bushfire season, or if
the Coronavirus
develops into a
true pandemic

February is the
traditional season of
calendar year forecasting. This is the month
when we get just
enough stats about the
previous year to work
up a picture of what
has happened, so that
we can consider more
clearly what might
happen next. One of
the main activities is,
a little paradoxically,
looking at everyone
else’s forecasts, in large
part because those
forecasts indicate
what type of action
the government and
other entities might be
taking.
Many people who
keep watch on the
economy have been
puzzled about the
direction the current
federal government is
moving Australia in.
The centrepiece of this
has been the apparent
“need” to balance the
budget. There have
been increasing calls
for more stimulus
spending to be delivered by the federal government. These have
largely been ignored,
as increased spending
would “unbalance” the
budget. Instead it has
largely fallen to the
states, with Victoria being the most successful, to use infrastruc-

ture spending to help
trigger more growth
in the local economy
— though the picture
is more complex than
that, as we will see.
One clue to the
government’s reluctance on stimulus has
emerged from recent
forecast statements
made by Reserve Bank
of Australia (RBA) governor, Philip Lowe. The
first was Mr Lowe’s
Statement on Monetary Policy Decision,
which explained why
interest rates were
kept unchanged, published on 4 February
2020. The second was
his speech to the National Press Club on 5
February 2020, entitled
“The Year Ahead”.
In the first, this
slightly curious statement appears:
The central scenario
is for the Australian
economy to grow by
around 2¾ per cent
this year and 3 per cent
next year, which would
be a step up from the
growth rates over
the past two years.
In the short term,
the bushfires and the
coronavirus outbreak
will temporarily weigh
on domestic growth.
The household sector
has been adjusting to
a protracted period

of slow wages growth
and, last year, to a decline in housing prices,
with the result that
consumption has been
quite weak. Following
this period of balance-sheet adjustment,
consumption growth
is expected to pick up
gradually. The overall
outlook is also being
supported by the low
level of interest rates,
recent tax refunds, ongoing spending on infrastructure, a brighter
outlook for the resources sector and, later
this year, an expected
recovery in residential
construction.
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These themes were
picked up and to some
extent amplified in the
second speech:
As I have been saying
for some time, we are
passing through a
gentle turning point
for the better.
There are a number
of factors contributing
to this outlook. The
expected pick-up in
world growth should
help us, the resources
sector is in expansion
mode again and we are
expecting consumer
spending to pick up.
The outlook is also
being supported by
ongoing high levels of

Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) governor, Philip Lowe
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investment in infrastructure and the likelihood
that the downswing in
residential construction
will come to an end
later this year. Further
increases in resource
exports and continuing
solid growth in public
demand will also help.
Later in this same
speech he delves deeper
into consumer spending.
Looking back at last
year, economic growth
was weaker than we
had expected. The global
slowdown is part of
the story, but the most
important factor is a
domestic one, and that
is subdued consumer
spending as households
adjusted to slow wages growth and falling
housing prices. The
downswing in residential
construction was also a
factor.
Over 2019, household
consumption looks to
have increased by only
around 1 per cent. Given
that Australia’s population is growing at
1.5 per cent a year, this
represents a decline in
per capita terms. This is a
highly unusual outcome
in an economy that has
recorded the type of
strong jobs growth that
we have experienced in
Australia.
It is very difficult to
share even the mild
optimism that Mr Lowe
expresses in these
statements. We can say
that one of the things
that have made him a
very good RBA governor is that he has been
careful to not set the
RBA needlessly at odds
with the policies of the

government of the day.
In that sense, what these
statements may give us a
read on the government’s
thinking, as well as an
analysis of the potential
for 2020 by the RBA.

Downsides
To start with, there are
quite a number of negative signs in the business
statistics. Elsewhere in
the second statement Mr
Lowe mentions the importance of businesses
investing in productivity
improvements, and yet
business investment as
a share of nominal gross
domestic product (GDP)
is down to levels not
seen since 1994 (Chart 1).
Business confidence, as
measured by the National Australia Bank, is in
negative territory (Chart
2). GDP growth has not
met forecasts or targets,
languishing below 2%
(Chart 3). And the tax
cut delivered during 2019
did not stimulate the
economy by much, being
used mainly to pay down
household debt.
Probably the most
curious idea to emerge
from these statements
is that the problem with
low wage growth has not
been low wage growth,
but rather the expectation that higher wage
growth is the norm.
Wage growth has been
below 2.6% for around
six years (Chart 4), while
for most of the preceding
20 years it was above
3.5%. Any acclimation
should have happened
before now.
If this approach is one
which has been somewhat foisted on the RBA

by the government, and
if it matches up with the
insistence on a balanced
budget, what is the
real, perhaps unstated,
economic policy of the
government?
In brief, it is likely that
current economic policy
is to accept what has
been dubbed “the new
normal” by economists.
This is about accepting
that growth in GDP is
unlikely to exceed 3% for
the foreseeable future.
The cause of that limit
is a global decline in productivity that has been
around since about 2005.
That is a complex topic,
but perhaps it is enough
to say that it seems likely
the current Australian
government has simply
accepted slow productivity growth. In that
context, balancing the
budget does make sense,
as the alternative is
stimulating the economy
so as to help investments
that improve productivity.

Chart 1

Chart 2

Risks
If we forecast this as
the approach to the
economy we will see
through 2020, it seems
unlikely Australia will
reach even the modest goals the RBA has
suggested. GDP growth
is more likely to remain
under 2.2%. Figuring into
that is that the RBA sees
the Coronavirus as being
the equivalent of SARS.
It is far more severe, and
is affecting China at a
time when that nation
is more central to the
global economy. Analysts
JP Morgan, for example,
have predicted the virus
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will take 0.7% off of
forecast Chinese GDP
growth, bringing it
down to 5.0%. That will
have a global flow-on
effect.
The RBA also sees
the net effect of the
bushfires as being minimal, which dismisses
the possibility that
December 2020 could
be as bad as December
2019. In addition to
the negative business
statistics we’ve cited,
we would also note
that a Roy Morgan poll
has determined that
Australians are among
the most pessimistic
nations globally at the
moment.

Residential
housing recovery
The element of the
RBA forecast that is
of specific interest to
the hardware industry is, of course, the
state of the residential
dwelling market. In the
first RBA statement,
reference is made to
a “recovery”. In the
second statement, this
is moderated to 2020
seeing the end of a
“downswing”, which
arrives late in the year.
The RBA has published an interesting
paper entitled “A Model
of the Australian Housing Market”, by Trent
Saunders and Peter
Tulip. One of the most
interesting aspects of
this paper is that it
makes use of building
approvals as its major
metric. As the paper
states, among other
factors, approvals provide a better basis for

early forecasting.
One of the paper’s
conclusions is that the
construction market
is highly influenced by
direct changes, rather
than a sustained positive level of crucial factors, such as interest
rates or house prices.
It is changes in interest rates and in existing housing prices that
drive construction, not
their level. So the direct
effects of these variables are temporary.
Although discussions
of dwelling investment
often emphasise levels,
our attempts to include
these in the model did
not fit the data. For
example, the ratio of
approvals to income
has been below average
over the past decade,
even though the level
of real interest rates
has been unusually low
and the relative price
of established housing
has been unusually
high.
The irony to this
situation is that what
creates a bubble in
the residential dwelling market is not a
growing economy, but
one that is in a state
of steady decline. The
RBA responds by dropping interest rates, this
increases house prices,
and if that increase is
sufficient, it becomes
self-sustaining for a
time.
If the RBA’s forecast
is for a very gradual
improvement in the
economy, then it is
likely that the housing
market will remain
very subdued. Hence

the central bank’s very
mild suggestion that
the decline evident
during 2019 might
diminish by the end of
2020.
Chart 5 shows the
percentage change on
an annual basis for
building approvals
across Australia. It
shows that approvals for new housing
shrank for the first
time in six years
during 2019, while the
decrease in approvals
for multi-dwelling
residences accelerated
its decline. Alterations
and additions — in this
case those requiring
a permit, so generally
over $10,000 in value
— continued to fall

but at a rate which has
become slower.
Chart 6 shows the
same dataset, but in
a quantifiable form.
From 2015 through to
2018 house approvals
remain fairly fixed,
while multi-dwelling
approvals decrease.
Only in 2019 do house
approvals also fall.
Of course, as we
know, the housing
market is intensely
regional, so it is helpful
to consider the performance of individual
cities as well. Chart 7
shows approvals for
the greater Sydney
metropolitan area.
It’s a familiar arc,
with house approvals
gradually increasing

Top, Chart 5, bottom Chart 6.
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then declining, while
multi-dwelling approvals have a steep rise
followed by a steeper
decline.
Chart 8 shows the
same numbers for the
Melbourne region.
Here the new housing approvals remain
relatively stable, and
there is an increase in
multi-dwelling, but it
remains, for the most
part, proportional to
the housing approvals.
Chart 9 shows these
numbers for Brisbane.
In contrast to the two
previous metropolitan
regions, we can see
three phases. There
is a period dominated by new houses,
followed by a period
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where houses increase, but
multi-dwelling reaches a
peak, which is then followed
by a period where new house
approvals dominate.
Chart 10, for the greater
Perth area, shows a market
dominated by houses. At
the very peak of growth in
approvals, there is a significant amount of multi-dwelling approval demand, but
proportionally it’s not really
that much greater than at
other periods.
These are the most dynamic dwelling markets in
Australia. Given the additional shock to the economy
of bushfires, it is difficult
to read anything into them
other than a continuation in
2020 of the 2019 market.
It is hard to find a firm
basis for even the mild optimism of the RBA. It is understandable that the RBA
would describe the economy
in such mild terms, but it
is also a little unrealistic.
Absent stimulus spending
— and there really will not
be any — the downside risks
are individually small, but
collectively indicate moderate risks. Another moderately bad bushfire season, or
a failure to limit the spread
of the Coronavirus until the
second half of the year, and
the economy could even
lurch towards GDP growth
of under 1.5%.

Hardware retail
sales
In terms of the retail stats
for hardware, we see a
situation that has become
familiar through much of
2019. At first glance, it looks
like the slight growth we’ve
seen since 2016 has continued, so that while things are
not robust, they are at least
improving.

However, drilling down
further into the numbers, we
see the situation is not very
good in most states and territories, as Chart 11 indicates.
Australia overall shows
growth of 1.82% for 2019
over 2018. However, if we
exclude the only state that
did perform well, Victoria,
then the gain was only 0.2%.
New South Wales showed
growth of just 0.9%, while
Queensland, South Australia
and Western Australia were
all mildly negative. Northern
Territory and the Australian
Capital Territory both managed around 2% growth.
The big winner in terms
of sales was Victoria, which
showed 6.04% growth for the
period. Chart 12 shows just
how unusual the situation is,
with most states and territories converged around +2%
to -2%, with the exception of
Victoria. This clustering is
different from the situation
for 2018 and 2017, where there
was some clustering, but also
a degree of variance.
It’s tempting to see this as
due to periods of uncertainty
brought on by events such
as the 2019 federal election.
However, Chart 13, which
shows the numbers for the
fourth calendar quarter,
indicates the same tight clustering, albeit in more positive
territory. Chart 14 shows that
sales for 2019 were close to
those for 2016, but with Victoria and New South Wales
swapping places in terms of
their contribution.
If we were to predict why
Victoria is outperforming the
other states, we would say it
is likely not so much due to
an increase in population, as
growing urbanisation. This
relates both to expanding
suburbs, but also to urban infill. Previously distant subur-

Chart 7

Chart 8

Chart 9

Chart 10
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ban areas are transforming
into semi-urban areas, with
their own set of resources.

Sales in 2020
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One of the major questions
for 2020 is whether Victoria
can maintain its sharp pace
in sales, or if it will succumb
to the same doldrums as the
other larger states. HNN’s
general forecast is that this
sales pace will be maintained
for the first half of the year,
but begin to encounter headwinds in the second half.
For the other states and
territories, sales are likely
to be a repeat of 2019, as the
residential dwelling market remains subdued, and
overall consumer confidence
remains low. While there will
likely be some sales generated by the need for bushfire
recovery works, in the longer
term communities that have
suffered from the bushfires
will take a dire economic
hit, despite government and
charitable contributions.
There will also be a lingering
concern that it’s possible the
bushfire season of 2020/21
will be a repeat of 2019/2020.

Analysis
Perhaps the biggest question for hardware retail that
emerges from this is simply
where will future growth
come from? For the Wesfarmers-owned Bunnings,
the answer has been to make
better use of existing online
assets, and to move to grow
its trade business. For the
Metcash-owned Independent Hardware Group the
answer delivered at its most
recent results announcement seemed to be to wait
for a better housing market.
In terms of the trade sector,
it seems inevitable that in
search of growth the hard-

ware industry will need to
start taking a more holistic
approach. Though it is something that has been studiously avoided by the industry
in the past, it is well-known
that for many consumers
hiring a tradie remains a
difficult choice to make.
While the rest of the world
has moved on, home repairs,
alterations and renovations
remains in a 1970s haze of
poor customer relations, and
limited guarantees for work
performed — not to mention
the gender imbalance that
has been permitted to flourish unchecked.
HNN would go so far as to
say this sector could grow by
over 20% if it simply adopted
more regulated modern practices. Online brokers such
as HI Pages have provided
a step in the right direction, but as their revenue is
generated from tradies, their
oversight is never going to be
comprehensive.
In the retail sector, HNN
cannot help sensing that
looking at the charts for
building approvals the
answer to growth is fairly
clear. There has been a major
surge in flat and apartment
dwelling, but not a corresponding shift in the items
that urban and suburban
hardware stores stock. Yes,
of course, part of the point
of that type of dwelling is
low-maintenance, but at
the same time there is an
increase in attention paid to
elements such as storage and
overall room design.
What is common to both
these is not so much a
change in business strategy
as a change in business culture, a recognition that hardware retail needs to change
if it is to stay relevant and
continue growing.

Chart 11

Chart 12

Chart 13

Chart 14
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Planned stores include
“hotel” Bunnings
in this
update:
update:
•start
ACCC
has delayed
text
its decision on
the Adelaide
Tools acquisition
• Smarthome
offering
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• Reynella and
Christchurch
Airport openings,
closures in Morley, Te Aroha and
Waikanae
• Store build out
around Australia
and New Zealand

A larger Bunnings
is set to be built
in Campbelltown
(NSW); a Mercure
hotel in Doncaster
(VIC) is set to open
atop a Bunnings
store; Cassowary
Coast Regional
Council has approved extensions to
Bunnings’ Innisfail
(QLD) store; an expansion of Bunnings
Balcatta in Western
Australia has been
approved after it
won an appeal in
the State Administrative Tribunal over
fire risk; and a large
Bunnings Warehouse is
in the pipeline for the
Christchurch suburb
of Woolston in New
Zealand. There are
also plans for a new
$47 million Bunnings
warehouse in Wagga
(NSW).

A Mercure hotel is being built above Bunnings’ new double-storey store in Doncaster (VIC)
very progressive by
made sense.
a number of different
Campbelltown CounThe site will span
formats that cater
cil – is that this actual more than 17,000sqm
for the local markets
Bunnings and the
and is worth more
where we operate.
site is owned by the
than $40 million.
There’s no cookie cutter
council, owned by the
https://bit.ly/2Uqgl57 approach – we always
community, owned by
assess the local need
Doncaster
rate-payers.
and what can be
The $90 million
This will give a great
achieved in a space.
return, which is a fan- multi-level Bunnings
The new store will
Warehouse at Dontastic investment for
span 11,000sqm, located
the community. What- caster is set to open
at 659 Doncaster Road,
Campbelltown
ever happens in the fu- its doors late in 2021.
and was once home to
Bunnings acting gener- an observation tower
ture,
the
site
is
retained
Works have begun
al manager – property, which stood over 86
by the community of
on the site of a new
Garry James, said:
metres back in the
Bunnings outlet locat- Campbelltown.
We identified a need
Construction
is
1800s.
ed off Farrow Road in
for Bunnings in the
expected
to
take
18
The Mercure hotel on
Campbelltown (NSW).
Doncaster area and
months.
According
to
top
of the store is the
This store will replace
this site provided an
Cr
Brticevic,
it
will
be
work
of global hotel
the existing location
opportunity to build
a
purpose-built
store
group
Accor and develnearby on the corner
something in line with oper Accord Property
and
have
an
extra
of Kellicar Road. CampManningham Council’s Group, and the develbelltown mayor George 5000sqm. The mayor
vision for Doncaster
also said the lease
opment will feature
Brticevic told the
Hill.
on
the
existing
store
183 rooms, including
Campbelltown-MacarWe are always lookwould
be
up
in
about
a restaurant and bar,
thur Advertiser:
ing at opportunities to alfresco dining space,
two
years,
so
the
move
...Another thing that’s
continues next page
to a different location innovate the design of
really exciting – and
our stores and we have
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meet Australian Standards for construction
in bushfire prone
areas, and revised
bushfire management
plans being submitted
before work started.
https://bit.ly/2OnA8ya

Woolston
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A resource consent
has been approved for
a 10,744sqm Bunnings
store with 329 car
parks in Woolston,
New Zealand. It will
be situated on a site
that is currently home
to industrial activity
including a car dismantler and a trailer
builder.
Bunnings could not
confirm when work
the development be
The Bunnings Innisfail store in Far North Queensland is set to expand
would start on the
allowed. In delivering
sundeck, fitness centre, an existing adjoining
year..
Woolston store, or
its findings, the triburooftop pool and a
building which will
From The Cairns Post and
when it was planning
nal acknowledged the
function room with an allow for the bigger
Innisfail Advocate
to open. NZ general
proposed development
outdoor terrace.
nursery as well as a
manager Toby LawBalcatta
did not comply with
https://bit.ly/31k1nib building materials and
rence said it was
In August 2018, the
the State’s Planning in
landscape yard.
still early days and
Innisfail
Metro North-West
Bushfire Prone Areas
The Innisfail Advothey would keep the
The planned expanDevelopment Assesspolicy but said denying
cate reports that the
community updated as
sion of the Innisfail
ment Panel approved
the building extensite for the developthings progressed.
store will cost more
ment application is for- Bunnings’ application sions would not reduce https://bit.ly/2SaKClG
than $2?million and
the risk or impact of
merly home to Innisfail to expand its operacreate more than
tions on the corner of bushfire on the propMotor Company and
500sqm of extra
erty.
bought for $650,000 in Balcatta and Erindale
retail space as well as
Roads. But it denied
It said the panel’s
July 2019.
increased car parking
an extension of the
bushfire and planning
Bunnings currently
facilities. Bunnings
has four stores across timber trade sales yard experts had “inflexibly
area manager Michael Far North Queensland, and enclosure of the
applied” the policy and
Rodwell told The
building materials and associated guidelines.
at Atherton, Cairns,
Cairns Post:
landscape area because Michel Scott, who
Smithfield and InnisOur landlord has pur- fail. Mr?Rodwell did
of a perceived fire risk presented in support
chased additional land not say whether any
from its location next of Bunnings, said the
next to our Bunnings
to vacant bushland,
redevelopment would
new Far North stores
Innisfail store and
classed as a bushfire
improve safety and rewere on the cards. He
this has presented an
prone area.
duce the bushfire risk,
said:
opportunity to exBunnings appealed
according to CommuWhile a start date is
pand the nursery and
to SAT (State Adminis- nity News.
yet to be confirmed,
improve the car park.
trative Tribunal) which The tribunal imposed
construction (in InnThe expansion will also isfail) is expected to
late last year ordered
conditions requiring
see Bunnings move into begin some time this
the refused aspects of building materials to
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Bunnings has opened its $29 million store at Reynella, South Australia
In the latest roundup of Bunnings store
openings and closures,
the retailer has opened
its $29 million store at
Reynella (SA); the Morley branch in Western
Australia will close in
April 2020 before its
lease expires in June;
the Christchurch
Airport store in New
Zealand opened in
December while its Te
Aroha and Waikanae
outlets closed for good
around the same time.

playground, along with
nearly 300 carparks.
Complex manager
Mark Guster said the
team was looking forward to being part of
the local community.
He told the Southern
Times Messenger:
Team members
have already worked
together to assist
in local community
projects such as a
garden revamp with
communal seating at
Neporendi Aboriginal
Forum Inc. We’ve comReynella
pleted a mural, sensory
The store on Panalat- wall and painting at
inga Road store spans Reynella Community
more than 14,000sqm
Children’s Centre, as
and includes six kitch- well as installed garden
en displays, six bathbeds and worm farms
room/laundry displays, at Reynella Primary
a nursery, a cafe and a School.

porting team members
at Morley. She told
Community News:
All of the current
Morley team members will transfer to
alternative stores and
our focus is on working
with them throughout
Morley
this transition. The
The closure of the
Bunnings Morley team
Morley branch was
has done a great job
planned when the
serving local customBunnings store in Bay- ers over the past two
swater (WA) opened in decades. When the
2018. However, the big Inglewood store was
box retailer decided to destroyed by fire early
keep it open when the last year, the team
Inglewood store was
really pulled together.
destroyed by a fire. The We’re really proud of
final day of trading will everything they have
be on April 13.
done.
Bunnings regional
https://bit.ly/2uUX5lo
operations manager
Hayley Coulson said
the priority was supWe’ve also been teaching the kids at Reynella
Primary about the
benefits of worm farms
and how to properly
maintain them.
From Southern Times Messenger
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Christchurch
The NZD33 million
Bunnings store at
Christchurch Airport
has opened its doors.
The new warehouse
covers more than
13,000sqm and includes
parking for more than
300 vehicles.
Store manager Mihir
Chitre has worked at
Bunnings for seven
years. She told the
Otago Daily Times:
Team members have…
been working together to assist in local
community projects,
such as rejuvenating
Burnside Primary
School’s fruit and
vegetable garden with
seasonal vegetables
continues next page
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Connecting smart
devices at Bunnings

The new Bunnings opens at Christchurch Airport (NZ) has officially opened
and installing their
Bunnings direcand safety or efficiency
very own greenhouse.
tor – group HR and
perspective. He told
https://bit.ly/395U7td New Zealand Jacqui
Stuff NZ:
Coombes said it was a
It was very, very
Te Aroha and
sad and difficult decisweet, but the fact is,
Waikanae
sion to make. She said it doesn’t fit Bunning’s
The permanent
in a statement:
efficiency or safety
closure of Bunnings
While our smaller-for- models.
stores in both Te Aroha mat stores play an
The speed with which
and Waikanae impact- important role servicBunnings had moved
ed their local commu- ing local communities was not a surprise to
nities. Matamata-Piako these two stores have
him. He said:
District Council mayor been challenged to
These days if you’ve
Ash Tanner told the
translate the Bunnings got a situation where
Waikato Times:
offer of widest range,
a risk is indicated
It’s a huge loss for the lowest prices and,
to a board, then the
community because
despite the excellent ef- board’s going to make
it’s one of the bigger
forts of our team, best quick and cathartic
shows we have got in
service. Smaller-format decisions.
the town and also the
stores are often in sites From the Waikato Times and
tradies rely on it and
that are older and
Stuff NZ
now it means potential- aren’t able to offer the
ly they have to travel 20 environment we will
minutes or further to
accept for both our
pick up any supplies if team and customers.
they need them.
Retail expert Chris
The closure will also Wilkinson of First
create difficulties for
NZ Retail agreed the
the town’s ageing pop- Bunnings store in
ulation because of the Waikanae was old
travel now required to and previously used
purchase goods they
by a chain of timber
would have been able
merchants, so it could
to buy at Bunnings, he well have been chalsaid.
lenging from a health

Bunnings is using the Grid Connect platform to control its smarthome ecosystems
that use both Amazon Alexa and Google
Home. The big box retailer now has an online
section devoted to its smarthome offering
with every single product controllable
through the Grid Connect app, available on
both iOS and Android.
According to Channel News, the Grid
Connect platform had a low-key reveal in
July 2019, and aims to connect every smart
home product sold by Bunnings to the same
companion app. The app is seen as ideal
for beginners wanting to get started with
connecting their home to the internet and
controlling their household with Google
Assistant or Amazon Alexa.
The arrival of the platform and the app
comes a few months after Bunnings initially
began stocking home automation products.
Its first brand offerings included Philips, Sengled, Google Home Mini, LIFX and Wiz.
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The Australian Competition and
Consumer Commission (ACCC) has
delayed its decision on Bunnings’
acquisition of Adelaide Tools to 14
February, from 7 February.
The competition watchdog said
it needs more time to consider
the matter. It also said the provisional decision date may be a final
decision or release of a statement
of issues.
The ACCC’s investigation is
focused on the impact of the proposed acquisition on competition
in South Australia and nationally.
In particular, it has sought views
on:
• how closely Bunnings and
Adelaide Tools compete with
each other and for which products/services
• which other retailers compete
with the tools, hardware and
power equipment offerings
available from Bunnings and
Adelaide Tools
• the likely impact of the proposed acquisition on prices
and/or service quality.
As HNN has reported previously,
the Adelaide Tools acquisition sees
Bunnings set to sell Milwaukee
brand tools. At the time of the
acquisition, Bunnings managing
director, Michael Schneider said in
a statement:
The acquisition ... will allow us to
improve the way we connect, serve
and engage with trade customers
and is aligned with our strategy to
accelerate the growth of the trade
business.

HI
NEWS

Other key points about
the acquisition are:
• Bunnings will not
change the name of
Adelaide Tools
• Adelaide Tools is a
family-owned business that has five tool
stores in Adelaide,
plus a mower store
• Its online store lists
over 8000 products
• The company has an
established reputation, built up over 70
years
Bunnings’ deal to buy
the Adelaide-based
business is worth an
estimated $30 million. It is
expected to be approved.
But Bunnings’ size in
the industry means the
ACCC looks at any of its
acquisitions to assess any
potential breach of its
provisions.
Related: Adelaide Tools acquisition sees Bunnings set to sell
Adelaide Tools is a a family-owned business with five stores, a
mower centre and online store
Milwaukee brand tools
https://bit.ly/31ytwCv
Sourced from the Herald Sun and Inside Retail
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Metcash no longer into
Total Tools: report
in this
update:
update:
•start
Emarsys
textretail
marketing platform used by tool
group
• Sydney Tools
signs another
QLD lease
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• Plainland store
re-brands to blue
and white

• AgLink Australia
joins international group
• Metcash reportedly moves on
from Total Tools

The Street Talk
column in the
Australian Financial Review (AFR)
has reported that
Metcash, owner of
the Independent
Hardware Group
(IHG), is no longer
in the running to
acquire the Total
Tools business.
Sources told the
AFR that Metcash
had decided the
tool retail group
was not for them
– or perhaps did
not meet the price
expectations of the
group’s owner.
According to the AFR,
Total Tools is said to be
more focused on holding discussions with
private equity companies in the hope of having a deal confirmed by
February 2020.
Sources speculate it
could be Quadrant Private Equity which was
involved in the sale
of Burson Auto Parts
(now called Bapcor)
and taps and water
systems company Zip
Industries.
The tradie-focused
tools retailer said
its stores have 7,000
products on hand with
access to over 60,000
SKUs on its online
store.

Analysis
With IHG recording negative
sales growth for
its most recent
half, and Annette
Welsh set to take
over from Mark
Laidlaw in May
2020, it’s likely the
Total Tools acquisition proved to
be too uncertain a
risk. Ms Welsh will
be only the third
CEO for Metcash’s
hardware business, and she will
inherit a retailer highly
attuned to Mr Laidlaw’s aggressive style
of doing business in
what is largely a cooperative enterprise.
Mr Laidlaw had
personal ties with the

leadership team at Total Tools, but Ms Welsh
likely would prefer not
to add a tricky acquisition to the set of tasks
she faces moving into
2021.
Sourced from the Australian
Financial Review
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Related: Metcash 2019-20
H1 results - Hardware sales
(including charge-throughs)
fell by 4.2% over the pcp to
$1040 million
https://bit.ly/31FwrJI
Image credit: Total Tools’
Facebook page
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and share technologies between our
home countries…
AgLink Australia
and AgLink Canada
having already engaged in an apprentice exchange program which allows
employees to work in
the other country to
learn about each other’s markets. AgLink
Canada’s CEO, Dean
Fahselt, said:
While each of our
members will continue to negotiate with
their existing suppliers and relationships,
Pursehouse Rural located in Pittsworth (QLD) is part of the AgLink network
we believe this new
international network
has potential to open
conversations with key
global suppliers about
cross-border opportunities.
The new entity
allows independent
retailer organisations to be part of a
larger, international
and influential body,
without losing their
own company culture
and independence.
Newly formed
and Ruralco businesses opportunities, whether The leaders say while
agribusiness AgLink
and Elders acquiring
we are talking about
collaboration is central
International has
Australian Indepenour retail networks
to AgLink Internationbeen established as
dent Rural Retailers
or customers. Fosal, individual company
the result of indepen- (AIRR).
tering the AgLink
identities will remain
dent Australian farm
The international al- International alliance intact.
services group, AgLink liance is being chaired is critical to provide
AgLink International
joining forces with ru- initially by Australia’s relevance and certainty is another option of
ral retailer businesses AgLink chief executive to our suppliers and
independent resellers
in Canada, the US and officer, Ian Scutt, and
farmer customers. It’s
for local farmers and
Brazil.
was officially launched important we remain
will be based in MelIt is a response to the at a major US agricul- connected across our
bourne (VIC). It aims to
increasing consolidatural retail expo in
marketplaces.
work with farm sector
tion of the local rural
December 2019. He told This arrangement
suppliers and industry
retail industry with
Farm Online:
now allows us the
partners on new techNorth American-based
We are in a global
opportunity to collab- nologies and markets.
Nutrien Ag taking over environment with
orate, exchange staff,
Mr Scutt said:
the former Landmark similar challenges and enhance networking
Our goal is to define
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and champion the position of independents
as a powerful and
strategic segment of
the global agribusiness
economy.
The group said it
combines the resources of 112 family-owned
businesses with an
annual revenue of
AUD5.5 billion. Its
members employ
more than 7700
people, including 1860
agronomist and sales
representatives, in 660
locations across the
four countries.
AgLink’s Australian network has 12
shareholder members
operating in 220 locations, including names
such as Pursehouse
Rural, EE Muir and
Sons, AGnVET, Western
Ag Supplies, Farmer
Johns, AW Vater, David
Gray and Company,
and McGregor Gourlay
Ag.
Sourced from Farm Online
and Ag Professional.
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Stephen Rule,
owner and director of
Plainland Hardware
in Queensland, has assured a reporter form
the Gatton Star that
it is business as usual,
despite its re-branding
to Mitre 10 from Home
Timber & Hardware.
He explained to the
newspaper:
Most of the stores like
us are independently
owned. What they
want, for marketing
purposes, is for three
quarters of the stores
branded Mitre 10.
In order to be branded a Home or Mitre 10
store we pay fees, and a
portion of those fees go
to marketing, so they

want a bigger portion
of the fees to be in one
brand and they’ve
elected for that brand
to be Mitre 10.
Manager Tom Stevens confirmed there
wouldn’t be any major
changes beyond the
new uniforms. He
said:
There’s no changes
in relation to our
primary, we still buy
from the same warehouse, the same suppliers. It’ll continue to be
family owned and we’ll
continue to support the
Lockyer Valley.
Mr Stevens has
worked at the store
for more than 20 years
and has seen several

changes first-hand. He
said:
I started here in 1998,
it was a Thrifty Link
Hardware, and then
Stephen bought the
business in 2003.
The business
changed to Home

Hardware in 2011.
The grand opening to
celebrate the re-branding was planned for
February 2. Mr Rule
added:
It’s going to be difficult times ahead, with
Bunnings proposing to

come to the area.
Sourced from the Gatton Star.
Image from Plainland Hardware Facebook page.

Sydney Tools signs up for Zone Underwood, QLD
locations at Zone
Underwood with lease
renewals of 10 and
seven years respectively. Combined, the
deals total 6266sqm
– representing close
to 60% of the centre’s
total lettable area of
11,067sqm.
Clarence Property
managing director
Peter Fahey said the
company had invested
more than $1.5 million
in improving the performance and environTool reseller group,
Friends Pets.
Bags to Go is the
mental credentials of
Sydney Tools is one
This represents the
other retailer that
the centre, including
of two new tenants
second new store lease committed to a lease
painting, new signage,
at Zone Underwood
for Sydney Tools in
deal while Best Friends
refurbished amenities,
large format centre,
Brisbane in the past 12 Pets are relocating to a
security cameras, LED
south of Brisbane. The months, with the store different store location
lighting and a 100kW
company is taking a
expected to open in
within the centre.
solar system.
seven-year lease over a February 2020. Funds
Long-term tenants
CBRE’s Sam Macfreestanding, 1873sqm manager Clarence
Fernwood Fitness
gregor and Andrew
store space previousProperty secured the
and Officeworks have
Brimson negotiated
ly occupied by Best
deal.
also cemented their
the new leases at the
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Underwood centre,
which occupies a
prominent 2.85ha
site on the corner of
Compton and Kingston
Roads. Mr Macgregor
told the Courier Mail:
The centre is now
90% occupied with
ongoing discussions
for the balance of the
vacant area – highlighting rising interest
for large format leasing opportunities in
prominent locations.
Sourced from The Courier Mail
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Total Tools has chosen retail marketing
platform, Emarsys to
“deliver personalised,
omnichannel customer
experiences”. According to Emarsys’ press
release:
...our software
enables truly personalised, one-to-one
interactions between
marketers and customers across all channels
— building loyalty,
enriching the customer
journey, and increasing
revenue. This enables
companies to scale
marketing decisions
and actions far beyond
human capabilities.
In an interview with
CMO Australia, Total
Tools said its retail
differentiation “lies in
the ability to deliver
personalised engagement”.
It chose Emarsys
as a way of “building
capability that enabled
customers to move

seamlessly across
channels, leveraging
digital to drive incremental store sales, and
vice versa”. The group
is now looking to use
the platform to go further down the personalisation path. Total
Tools chief marketing
officer, Darren Gunton,
told CMO:
We knew we needed
a new marketing platform to support our
growth. However, we
didn’t want to implement a platform only
to find we also needed
to invest in additional
resources and tools to
make it work…
Our loyalty database
was dysfunctional, but
we re-engineered it and
freed up the data, and
it’s really enabled us to
talk to our customers
in personalised way.
Previously, Total
Tools was using an
Adobe platform to
manage customer and

digital engagement.
After a year-long evaluation of other platforms the team chose
to switch to Emarsys.
Now the retail marketing platform, including
its customer data platform and marketing
automation tools, collects and merges CRM
data from customers in
one central location.
As a result of having
a single customer view,
Total Tools will be able
to personalise communications across
multiple channels including in-store, email,
Facebook, Google and
its web platform. Additionally, Total Tools
will leverage artificial
intelligence-powered
insights to deliver
product recommendations and reach
customers when they
are likely to be most
responsive, increasing
return on investment.
Mr Gunton said:

Over the past two
years, we’ve done a
lot of work on really
implementing lifecycle
stage personalisation,
segmentation, frequency, and new device
communication.
We have to be able to
continue the conversation with our
customers. We are
really looking at the
behavioural journey.
We need to be able to
understand what customers are at what side
of that journey and
really be there for them
in whatever channels
they choose, and make
products available to
purchase in whatever
channel they want, in
real time.
Mr Gunton added:
We need to give the
customer the opportunity to purchase in an
omnichannel fashion
and discover in an
omnichannel fashion.
Previously we were
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operating well, but in a
multi-channel way. We
weren’t coordinating
the communication,
we were dysfunctional, and we’ve got
more work to do with
Emarsys. That’s why
we chose it.
He said the ability
to personalise at scale
without having to
bring in a large amount
of staff to operate the
platform as a key reason for its decision to
go with Emarsys. Total
Tools has a marketing team of about 40
people and “can’t afford
to have another team
just to run a martech
platform”, according to
Mr Gunton.
The group’s main
goal is to respond to
customers in an agile
fashion and in real
time, in the communication they’re using.
continues next page
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He said:
We know that they’ve jumped onto Facebook, and we can
go back to them with an email or an SMS, depending what
channel works for them. And we can change up the offer
based on their level of propensity to buy and react to price
promotions. So that’s all the stuff we’re building right now.
Total Tools said email has gone from one of its least
responsive channels to being its main channel of communication. Open rates for emails have tripled, and clickthrough rates are up eight-fold on two years ago. Social
media has also gone from being less than 1% effective, to
being around 15% effective.
The group works measure buyer behaviour every day.
Mr Gunton explained:
We do that in simple ways like using Google Analytics
and last-click attribution, [and] by surveying our customers every single day … and measure Net Promoter Score
and get some of that feedback.
The combination of everything offers consistent effectiveness when we do certain campaigns. So for example,
we target by segments, and have multiple segmentation
methods. If we target a carpenter, we know they have a
high propensity to buy certain tools, and we can go out
with the right tools to them. In this way, we have a much
better success rate.
And we now take it that next step to make us really the
pinnacle of trade purchasing but also communication
with our customers. There’s not many retailers doing it the
way we want to do it.
In the long term, Total Tools hopes to drill down to the
level of greeting a customer in-store and having predictive ability at point-of-sale to show what that customer
has recently been browsing online.
Sourced from CMO Australia and Emarsys.
https://bit.ly/2RYbFS0
https://bit.ly/397b4mO
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in this
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CES text
2020 acklowledges Swann for
its innovation
• US market expected to deliver
growth for Reece
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• Brisbane building products
company gets
distribution
deal with Lowe’s
Home Improvement in the US

A proprietary deck
post support system
made from recycled
plastic, manufactured
in Brisbane (QLD), is
expected to be sold
through US home
improvement chain,
Lowe’s. BuildTuff, the
company behind the
product, has a deal to
supply the retailer.
The product was
developed by Brisbane-based industrial
designer Mayer Jung
as an ultra-lightweight
alternative to concrete.
It was already being
sold in Bunnings, Mitre
10 and other Australian hardware stores.
But BuildTuff general
manager Alan Brady
said the US deal would
take the company to a
whole new level.
Mr Brady said the
product, known
as TuffBlocks, are
designed to support
the weight of decks
and does away with
the need for concrete
pylons that could crack
or move. The system
can support decks up
to 1.5 metres in height,
adopting a building
method called a floating foundation. He told
the Courier Mail:
Floating foundations
where the supports
are laid directly on the
ground were first de-

veloped in the
US in areas
where weather or ground
movement
would crack
concrete
foundations.
The original floating
foundations
used concrete
blocks placed
on a level surface whereas
TuffBlocks
are made of
a plastic material that is
stronger and
longer lasting. He said:
TuffBlocks have been
break-tested to five
tonnes.
Mr Brady also said
that using recycled
material was an
important part of the
manufacturing process
given the increasing
focus on environmental protection.
Every shipping container of TuffBlocks
contains the equivalent of 3.2 million
plastic bottle caps. Mr
Brady explains:
The clear focus in
manufacturing is on
recycling because companies don’t want to be
contributing to plastic
waste. We certainly
don’t.
We are taking some-

thing like a bottle cap
41-47mm joists and
that is thrown away
bearers as well
after one use and turnas 90x90mm or
ing it into something
100x100mm posts
that is going to last for
• Ultra-lightweight
years.
with each block
Mr Brady said he
weighing 680
hoped 100 shipping
grams
containers worth of
• 28 times lighter
TuffBlocks would be
than standard
exported to the new
concrete
US client in the coming
• Each block will
12 months, requiring an
support up to 770
upgrade of the Crestkilograms and
mead factory where
tested to over
the products are made.
5,000 kilograms
TuffBlocks won a
• Popular alternaproduct design ward
tive to digging
from Good Design
holes, mixing conAustralia in 2015. Their
crete and waiting
main features and
for it to set
benefits include:
Sourced from the Courier Mail
• 100% Australia
made and owned
• Designed to suit
metric standards,
TuffBlocks will
accept 35-41mm or
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Executive chairman of Reece Group.
Alan Wilson believes
growth prospects for
his business will be in
the US, something he
never thought would
happen. Mr Wilson
recently made his
first public comments
about the company’s
$1.91 billion takeover of
the US-based MORSCO
business in 2018 which
was funded by the
biggest capital raising
in its history. He spoke
exclusively to The
Weekend Australian:
If we get it right, the
earnings in America
will be bigger than
here. The growth there
is substantial. The
growth in Australia
depends upon the
economy.
He also referred to
the acquisition as “Peter’s dream”, “speaking
about his son, who is
the managing director
of Reece. He said:
I never thought we
would do this … You
come from a Victorian
town and to grow to do
what we have done in
Australia was even beyond my dreams. Once
we got going in Australia, I thought we could
get to New Zealand. I
thought that would be
it in my lifetime. So we
have done something
I didn’t expect could
happen.
MORSCO is a distributor of plumbing,
waterworks, heating
and cooling products,
headquartered in Dal-

Reece’s ventures arm, Superseed, has launched an app called “Goodwork” that connects tradespeople with reliable contractors
las, Texas. It has 240
branches and operates
171 commercial and
residential plumbing
showrooms across 16
states in the southern
parts of the US.
It grew revenue to
a USD518 million in
the first quarter of
fiscal 2020, reports
The Australian. Reece
is now competing in
the AUD46.4 billion
US plumbing market
through its ownership
of MORSCO.
Mr Wilson describes
the US market as “very
challenging” but said it
was pure pragmatism
that drove his eventual
support for the MORSCO deal.
I understood that if
we didn’t do something
substantial, there
would be a problem
with maintaining and
growing and keeping the enthusiasm
within the staff and
senior people. You
need to keep having
challenges for everyone. If we stopped in
Australia, where would
our people go? They
would finish up in our
competitors’ hands

or something. I don’t
know. Where else do
you go?’
We did look at diversifying. But I would
rather stick to my knitting. There are no real
surprises in America.
We do understand the
business there. Every
time I listen in to what
they are doing, there
are no real surprises.
The US deal has made
Reece, for the first time
in its history, a global
enterprise.
Which brings with it
much greater complexity and many challenges.
Peter Wilson believes
the task for Reece in
Australia is to defend

its market-leading position by continuing to
innovate. For example,
the company’s ventures arm, Superseed,
has launched an app
called “Goodwork”, that
allows tradespeople
to contact reliable
contractors online.
Over the past year the
app has been used by
20,000 members.
By contrast, in the
US, he says “we have a
model to grow”. Peter
Wilson told The Weekend Australian:
We have gone there
with the objective that
the US can eventually
be bigger than Australia. That is our aim.
Whether we can do it,
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time will tell.
In some ways the core
plumber over there is
behind the Australian
plumber, in terms of
systems and technology. They don’t like
change. When we went
in and did our due diligence (for the MORSCO
deal), it reminded me
of Reece 20 or even 30
years ago. So that is
the opportunity.
He said a key attribute of the Reece US
strategy so far has
been humility.
We have let the US
team drive a lot of the
issues they want to
bring. In many ways we
are slowing it down to
continues next page
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DIY security company, Swann was a recipient of an innovation
award at this year’s
Consumer Electronics Show (CES) for its
Wi-Fi Security Tracker
Camera. Swann refers
to it as the “world’s
first compact, non-mechanical pan-tilt”
security camera that
measures light and
movement flow.
It automatically
tracks moving objects
without physically
having to pan or tilt.
The camera outputs
a split-screen view
with an image on the
top that is 180 degrees
wide, while a second
zoomed-in image on
the bottom follows
the motion happening
in the image on the
top. The camera can
be used indoors and
comes standard with
free recording to a
32GB MicroSD card.
Smart alerts let
homeowners know
when activity is
detected – Swann said
there are fewer false
positives with its True
Detect™ technology –

and they can see live
footage from multiple
cameras, wherever
they are. Users can
capture, playback and
share video and still
recordings on mobile
devices. The camera’s
software can also recognise up to 10 people
or pet faces.
Two-way audio allows
them to greet visitors
or ward off potential
intruders. To see what
the camera sees handsfree, the camera can be
integrated with both
Amazon Alexa and
Google Assistant.
All of Swann’s wireless cameras are part
of an ecosystem built
around the Swann Se-

curity app. This gives
users the ability to control wired and wireless
devices, stream live
video, receive notifications and know what’s
happening at all times.
Swann’s expanded
smarthome line-up
now includes a WireFree Security Camera
and Wire-Free Doorbell
& Chime in addition
to the Wi-Fi Security
Tracker Camera.
At CES 2020, Swann
focused on showing
end-users how easy
it is to set up comprehensive, wire-free
home security. Swann
CEO Mike Lucas told
GadgetGuy, Val Quinn
from Channel Seven’s

Sunrise program:
We recognise the
security needs of
everyday home users
and are committed
to simplifying this
for them. They want
access to high-quality,
reliable home security
solutions that prevent
crime, interconnect
with one another, and
offer value, with no
recurring fees.
Swann sees itself as
a pioneer in the DIY
security category. The
Melbourne-based business now has offices
in the USA, Canada,
UK, Hong Kong and
China. Today, it is part
of the Infinova Group,
which gives it access

to enhanced manufacturing capabilities,
cutting-edge research
and development, and
an expanded international network.
Its products are sold
through Bunnings, JB
Hi-Fi, Harvey Norman
amongst others.
Sourced from CES and Gadget
Guy.
https://bit.ly/36ZBOo2
https://bit.ly/2SlHNyb

positive surprise of
Reece’s US experience
thus far has been how
well its people have
been accepted by the
Americans.
When we did our big
town hall when I went
over there, we basically
said ‘we are like a little
brother or a little sister.
We are like another

state of the US’. So we
played a really humble
view. We didn’t impose
anything. We have
brought the US team
out here and we have
been surprised how
much they wanted to
take of what we do
here, back there. In
terms of the foundation work, the culture,

the communication
rhythms, they feel the
same. Then you adapt
to the local trends and
the local market.
Reece was listed on
the Australian Stock
Exchange in 1954 and
a decade later was
bought by the Wilson
family. Alan Wilson’s
father and grandfa-

ther had both been
plumbers. The Wilsons
still own 70% of the
company.
Sourced from The Weekend
Australian

Reece growth (cont.)

get the building blocks
in place. The guys we
have sent across are
really humble guys
who have worked in
the trenches so they
have the respect of the
people … It has been
carefully planned out
and so far things are
going OK.
Peter Wilson said the
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Amazon parcel
lockers
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• Facebook and
Amex are working wit the Australian Retailers
Association

Stockland has
brought the world of
online shopping into
the heart of its bricksand-mortar retail
centres by installing
Amazon delivery lockers at malls in NSW
and Victoria.
The self-service
kiosks for parcel
pick-ups are located at
Stockland’s Piccadilly
Centre in Sydney’s
CBD, Green Hills in the
Hunter Valley’s Maitland and The Pines in
Melbourne’s Doncaster
East. Stockland chief
executive of commercial property Louise
Mason said:
Offering Amazon
Locker in Stockland
retail town centres
provides greater convenience for our custom-

ers who are not home
for the delivery of their
purchase and ensures
they can pick up.
It provides another
option for those living
in high-rise apartment
blocks where packages can’t be easily
left at the door, or for
those who don’t want
expensive items left on
their doorstep during
the day, tempting socalled parcel pirates.
It’s all about providing
consumers with “more
flexibility and control
over their deliveries,”
Patrick Supanc, director of delivery technology at Amazon told
Yahoo News Australia.
When choosing a
locker at the Amazon
checkout, users will get
a code used to open the

locker. When it arrives,
they will be notified in
an e-mail and will have
three days to collect
their item.
If shoppers decide to
pick up from a staffed
storefront which has
partnered with Amazon, they will have 14
days to collect it. These
stores will have signage denoting them as
part of Amazon Hub.
As well as providing
another option for customers, it should help
boost overall delivery
times. Mr Supanc said:
We also think about
how we can make the
experience easy for
drivers who are delivering items.
There are two options, a locker system
as well as storefronts
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such as newsagents
where customers can
choose to pick up their
items. Amazon has also
partnered with Commonwealth Bank and
Victorian Authorised
Newsagents Associations for its automated
locker rollout.
Sourced from Urban Developer and Yahoo News Australia.
https://bit.ly/384ZIQs
https://yhoo.it/31pCe5T
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ARA retiring executive director, Russell Zimmerman
The Australian Retailers Association (ARA)
recently announced a
partnership with Facebook. Retiring executive director, Russell
Zimmerman said:
Facebook provides
meaningful opportunities for retailers to
reach out to customers,
and our collaboration
will help foster those
relationships.

HI
NEWS

The partnership is designed to allow for the
sharing of information
and insights on the
“new shopper journey”
to Facebook with the
retailers able to their
leverage technology to
drive growth.
Head of retail at Facebook, Kate Box said the
way customers shop
was evolving. She said:
Consumers are dis-

we have on the new
shopper journey, and
partner with retailers
so they can leverage
technology like ours to
drive growth.
Prior to the announcement, Facebook
co-hosted a panel of
industry experts at its
exclusive Sydney Retail
Study Tour, attended
by ARA members who
participated in a panel
discussion examining
key retail challenges,
a zero-friction future,
and developments in
augmented and virtual
reality. Mr Zimmerman
covering and curating added:
products on Facebook
Our retail memand Instagram and
bers will continue to
closing the purchase
reap rewards from a
where they want to,
series of events we are
whether online or
planning with Faceinstore.
book over the next 12
Customers want to
months, which will
discover and purchase harness the benefits
products with the least offered by the latest
amount of friction pos- social media developsible. We are excited to ments.
partner with the ARA
The ARA also has
to share the insights
a strategic partner-

ship with American
Express, welcoming
the prospect of closer
collaboration with a financial services leader.
Mr Zimmerman said
a more direct relationship between the ARA
and American Express
would strengthen
developments in payments innovation and
create new products
that meet the needs of
Australian retailers. He
said:
American Express
is an innovator in
payment technologies
and offerings, and this
collaboration will deepen our understanding
of changing consumer
habits to benefit the
dynamic retail sector.
Bunnings is member
of the ARA.
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John Ioakim

The Lakes H Hardware - LAKES ENTRANCE, VIC
How did you come into the hardware business?
I was the store manager of this store under the previous owners when it was
a bannered store. In 2016 the owners called me looking to sell. My wife,
Leanne and I spent many a night around the kitchen table running figures
and swapping ideas for the store. We decided to go for it but we wanted to
be truly independent and in control of our stock.

What made you decide on branding your new store H Hardware?
We had a few recommendations to join the HBT Buying Group and when that
stacked up we had a chat with Steve Fatileh who showed us the branding
for H Hardware. It looked great, the colours are eye catching and it really
stands out. The clincher for us was that the store was ours, we could be

For more information and
membership application call

1300 305 719

independent with a strong brand and no forced promotional stock eating up
floor space and our bottom dollar.

How is business today?
We opened in July 2016 and 12 months on business is good. We’ve had
growth and we have strong customer base. Our trade business makes up
75% of the business, I look after that and Leanne is the face of our retail
side. It’s come along way from our first official order that BGC sent to our
house and I borrowed a trailer to be able to deliver it to site.

What would you say to someone considering transitioning
to H Hardware?

If you want to have control of your business, your stock, your promotions
and a stand out brand,then H Hardware is a no brainer.

AUSTRALIA BURNS

2ND RESPONDERS

HARDWARE HELPS THE RECOVERY
There has been a worse bushfire season in
Australia, in 1974, but while that fire burnt
15% of the land mass (117 million hectares),
in terms of economic and social impact, the
2019/2020 season is the worst ever. For the
financial year to date, it is estimated that over
17 million hectares have been burnt.
This includes nearly seven million hectares
in the Northern Territory, which is regarded
as a fairly average annual burn. The additional 10 million hectares in the other states combined is, however, a significant increase, with
nearly half of that burn taking place in New
South Wales.
hnn.bz

South of Canberra, the
bushfires burn into
February.
“The Orroral Valley Fire
viewed from Tuggeranong on the evening of
28 January” by Nick-D
available at https://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Orroral_Valley_Fire_viewed_from_
Tuggeranong_January_2020.jpg under
a Creative Commons
Attribution 2.0. Full
terms at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/2.0.

Some 2779 homes have been burnt down, along with over
3000 other buildings, it is estimated. Very sadly, around 34
people are thought to have perished as a result of the fires.
In terms of pure dollars, the 2009 Black Saturday fires of
2009 are estimated to have cost $4.4 billion. The 2019/2020
fires will likely end up costing the Australian economy over
$6 billion. The worst part of that cost is that the brunt of
the disaster will be borne by regional and rural areas that
were already doing it tough, strongly affected by an ongoing
drought, and the shift in the economy towards growth in
Australian cities rather than in less-densely populated areas.
While all that seems to be pretty bad, there is an even
greater danger lurking in the future. Australia’s history is
peppered with recurrent natural disasters, from which it has
successfully recovered, learnt some lessons about how to
limit future damage, and moved on. The real risk is that these
bushfires are not a one-off event, but instead signal a trend
that could see future fires put lives, buildings and the overall
economy in greater peril than in the past.
Directly, if we see a similar fire season during the summer
of 2020 or 2021, there is a strong potential that the need for
a reset in terms of spending, housing, support services and
investment risk could see the Australian economy lurch into
recession.
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Economist for Moody’s Analytics, Katrina Elli, was quoted
in The Guardian newspaper as stating:
But the risk of there being broader macroeconomic spillovers
this season are high given the scale of the fires, as well as the
fact that it is still early in the bushfire season and the existing
fires are yet to be contained.
bit.ly/36Wgrni
Ms Elli cites a range of adverse effects, including health
problems from smoke decreasing worker productivity, high
insurance claims increasing overall premiums, declining consumer confidence, lower crop yields, and an overall reduction
in revenues from domestic and international tourism.
A survey by Australian consumer statistics company Roy
Morgan found that overall 24% of businesses
had been affected by the bushfire, with the
percentage rising to 35% in New South Wales.
Some 11% of businesses in New South Wales
self-identified as being affected by “a great
deal”.
In a separate survey, Roy Morgan reports
that only 12% of Australians believe 2020 will
be better than the previous year, meaning
the country now shares 43rd place out of 47
countries who participated in the survey on
optimism, splitting that ranking with South
Korea.
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Chart 1: Roy Morgan survey results for
businesses affected by bushfires.

The hardware industry
One of the myths that we sometimes encounter is the notion that natural disasters are somehow “good” for hardware
retailers, in terms of increased sales. While there is a little justification for this belief, it really only applies to limited events
that affect prosperous urban and suburban areas.
In contrast, bushfires in particular are one of the worst
possible events for hardware retailers (indeed all retailers) in
rural and remote regional areas. The effect of fires on these
regions is just staggering. An entire slice of the economy
simply goes missing, not just for a year or two after the event,
but for around three to five years. Government spending and
charitable donations can help ease recovery but the financial
(and personal) costs remain very high.
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Hardware retailers, for example, may
see increased sales of some products
during and immediately after bushfires,
but very few would regard this as a great
time to ramp up margins — if anything,
most will be doing the reverse. Once
those emergency products — in particular fencing — are sold, there follows a
long period of reduced economic activity,
slowing growth, and a lack of capital for
further investment. After essential repairs
are completed, building activity can slow
dramatically, as some homeowners do not
even move to replace houses, and the fire
risks cause prospective builders to at the
very least delay construction, if not cancel
it altogether.
A good example of that kind of loss of
sales is presented by Corryong Building
Supplies (CBS). Corryong is a small Victorian town, with a population under 1400,
close to the New South Wales border,
about 120km east of Albury. It was at the
epicentre of where fires in Victoria joined
up with fires from New South Wales, creating a wide area of devastation. The store
has been owned and operated by Peter
Hunt for around 25 years. While the store
and Peter’s own house were spared from
the fire — which swept over the 300 acres
of land he owns — trading volume in the
aftermath took a steep dive.
Everyone’s been fighting fires, everyone’s
fixing fences, no one’s building. I haven’t
sold insulation, plaster, rainwater products, Gyprock, Hardieflex. We haven’t sold
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Top, Peter Hunt, the owner of Corryong
Buidling Supplies. Bottom, a fire-blackened
paddock around a sign for Corryong Building Supplies.

any. Traditionally we sell a lot of paint Christmas to New Year.
People decide that relations come up, or their brother-in-law
or son-in-law, and they just decide they are going to paint
the bathroom or the kitchen or the verandah. We usually sell
about $22,000 worth of paint and painting accessories, rollers,
brushes, etc. Well, we haven’t sold any. That stock is still sitting
there.

One reason this is so important is that businesses like
Peter’s need to be there to provide support in the longer term.
While the area has quite a few rural supply outlets, CBS is the
only local store to supply crucial goods needed for recovery,
with even the nearest Bunnings more than 120km away.
Other places might just shut, but I can’t afford to shut. I’m
the only one up here that supplies all the building sort of
stuff, whether it be screws, bolts, nuts, and any other building
things. You want a new shovel, there’s other people that sell
shovels, picks and that sort of thing. There’s other people that
sell rural stuff, but your building stuff, that’s really our stuff.
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The reliance on CBS as the main supplier of building
materials meant that Peter needed to reopen the store even
when the electricity was cut off — which meant having to do
without a working point of sale (POS) system. To cope with
that situation, the staff tore off the labels on goods sold, and
made a note of to whom they had been sold. Later on, the
staff went through these “records”, and entered the amount
owed for each account into the POS.
Peter was lucky to escape with his properties intact, but
many hardware retailers will have suffered direct property
loss and damage. If they themselves are not directly affected,
then their staff may be, as well as local and regional suppliers
of goods, the local logistics networks, and the local business
community in which they operate.

Hardware helpers
The flip side of this rather dire picture is that if there is
any business in a community that can really help out when it
comes to recovering from bushfires, it is the local hardware
store. There are a lot of stories out there regarding hardware
stores helping their communities.
However, at the moment, information about the overall
effect on the hardware industry is hard to come by. Many
store owners are working
hard to cope with the difficult
conditions, and some have
suffered direct losses as a
result of the bushfires. When
we contacted the CEO of
Hardware & Building Traders
(HBT), Greg Benstead, it was
evident he and the people
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Greg Benstead on stage at the HBT National
Conference for 2019 in Melbourne. Mr
Benstead has moved HBT back to its roots as
a buying group delivering the best deals for
its members.

in that organisation’s member services were keeping a close
watch on the welfare of their members. As he told us:
We have several stores that trade within the devastating bushfires areas. Fortunately, I am unaware of any of our members
or members’ store properties that have have been lost in this
tragedy.
However, on speaking with several members it is clear that in
many instances the fires came very close. I know that many
team members have been affected by the bushfire with many
homes lost or relatives and friends that have lost everything.
Many great members of HBT have assisted with donations
of time, money or goods and it is a fantastic example of the
tremendous, spirit and compassion within the group.
It is heartening to see the communities rally around each other
with great support and also the people around Australia and
the world that have sent assistance. The HBT team has donated privately to many organisations that are on the front lines,
and we hope that normality will return soon. It is clear that
many communities need business to return to normal ASAP,
and it is more important than ever for the local communities
and Australia to support local businesses in the impacted
areas.
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HNN also contacted the Wesfarmers-owned Bunnings for
comment. Debbie Poole, the company’s chief operating officer,
was kind enough to get back to us with some information
rapidly.
In tragedies such as the one we are experiencing, Bunnings
team members have stepped up, providing products, time
and services to those in need, supporting emergency services
and those who’ve lost homes, businesses and livelihoods. In
addition, close to 100 of Bunnings’ own team have taken paid
time away from work to fight fires as members of the CFA,
CFS, RFS, SES and defence force reserves. Bunnings continues
to provide unlimited paid support to these team members and
families.
Along with local donations well in excess of $100,000, Bunnings first team member-run BBQ in November raised over
$600,000 for those affected by the bushfire crisis and drought.
Bunnings [held] a further Sausage Sizzle at all stores across
Australia and New Zealand on January 24, with funds raised
going to the Red Cross Disaster Relief and Recovery Appeal.
Bunnings is taking customer donations in-store and online for
the Red Cross and will match any contributions made by its
team members.
The Bunnings team deeply understands the role it plays in
serving communities as a trusted partner in good and bad
times and looks forward to continuing this unwavering support
in meaningful and practical ways.
HNN also contacted the Independent Hardware Group
(IHG) for comment and information. They declined to provide
us with any responses, preferring internal and PR channels.
In terms of a practical, on-the-ground response, HNN
thinks it would be hard to beat some of the activities of HBT
hnn.bz

Bunnings has moved swiftly to rally behind
bushfire affected communities.
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members. For HBT members, it won’t come as any surprise
that one person who has really stepped up to help out with
bushfire recovery is Andrew Graham from the Traralgon H
Hardware, located in the Gippsland region of south-eastern
Victoria. Andrew’s experience with bushfires goes back to the
Black Saturday fires of 2009, and he used that experience to
help formulate his store’s response to the current bushfire
season.
When Black Saturday came through 10 years ago, in conjunction with the National Party, we built toolkits. We did 250 of
them, I think, from memory. The way it would work was people
could come and purchase one of those kits and then it would
get donated to a family who were affected by the fires and had lost everything.
We’ve started that initiative up again,
again with the Nationals, because then
it makes it look like we’re not involved
with this, if that makes sense. Like we’re
not pushing our agenda on anyone or
where the kits go.
So the way we’re doing it this time,
though, is it’s going to cost around $300
a kit to make them. It costs a bit more,
because prices have gone up over the
years. But, also, we’re allowing a margin in the kits. At the moment the kit is
valued at around $480 retail. I’m trying
to get it down as much as I can. It’s hard
because a lot of suppliers still haven’t
come back from holidays [at the time].
I’ve hit every HBT store up in the area
affected by the bushfires, and they’re
all going to be able to sell these kits. So
the plan is there’ll be a margin in there.
Because I don’t want to do these kits
and then they get distributed into the
area and those stores miss out on the
money they would’ve made if they sold
those goods. It’s 10% margin or something like that, and then the stores can
decide whether they keep the margin or
they want to donate it or whatever. We’ll
donate the margin that we make on it in
our store because we’re obviously not
directly affected by the fires as yet.
Then those kits will get distributed out to
the people that have been affected by
the fires. So I’ve gone to all our wholesalers to get a price and get a bit better
rate on it all, obviously, so we can cut the
costs down and make the money stretch
as far as we can.
Suppliers that have contributed
hnn.bz

Andrew Graham of Traralgon H Hardware in
Gippsland had developed the idea of the Fire
Recovery Kit with suppliers providing low-cost
tools for the kit. Top, Andrew is interviewed
by the media along with Victoria member for
Paliament Melina Bath. Below, Ms Bath and
Andrew pictured holding some of the tools that
were packaged in the kit.

to the effort include AgBoss, Sheffield Tools, Sabco, Bahco,
AMES and Paramount Safety. The stores included in the
effort are J&D Building Supplies in Orbost (VIC), Mallacoota
Home Hardware and Lakes Entrance H Hardware.
In a press release, Nationals member for Eastern Victoria
Melina Bath noted the contribution of Traralgon H Hardware:
I congratulate Andrew and the team at H Hardware Traralgon for initiating this wonderful program and sincerely thank
participating hardware stores... After spending time assisting
the clean up of properties in East Gippsland, I understand
the need for this equipment. These Bushfire Recovery Kits will
provide necessary basic essentials for
getting people back on their feet.
It is early days yet in terms of how
this contribution works out, but according to Andrew in 2009 the kits enabled
people to feel they had contributed directly to fire recovery. Some bought kits
that were designated for a particular
family, and associations such as footy
clubs held barbecues to raise funds to
purchase a number of kits.
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That community isn’t just about
customers and suppliers, of course, it is
also about store owners. Andrew had
ordered in a large amount of hose stock
prior to the Christmas season, as he was
concerned that the risk of bushfires
was high. John Ioakim from The Lakes
H Hardware out at Lakes Entrance
called him as the fire season got underway, and Andrew ended up sending out
half his stock of Holman hoses.
After the driver delivered that load,
he called Andrew up and indicated
there was a strong need for more, so
Andrew sent out the rest of his stock as
well. That left Andrew with almost no
hose stock at all.
It wasn’t ideal, obviously, because I had
no garden hoses myself, but I called
Holman and just said, “Look, is there any
way you can expedite our order, because
I’ve got to do this?” And they were really
good about it. I called the lady and she
packed it and got it shipped that day. So
cannot complain at all about their service
with that.
And they’re all getting smashed. All the
suppliers obviously are getting smashed
too, because as everyone comes back
hnn.bz

Top, dust masks for dealing with smoke from
the bushfires. Andrew Graham points out that
there is some dispute about the best type of
mask for this purpose. Bottom, the Holman
hosepipes strapped down for transport to The
Lakes H Hardware — HBT members working
together.

from holidays, the fire season hits.

Yeah, a lot of suppliers have been very supportive. I’ve heard
from other stores as well like up at Batemans Bay and all that
sort of stuff, and from HBT a lot of suppliers are being very
good.

To people outside of rural and regional retailing, the real
genius of what Andrew has put together with the tool kits
might not be that evident. But if you talk to rural retailers,
they can tell you that while the donations that are flowing
into regional towns are welcome, they can also have something of a slightly negative impact on local retailers. Their
point is often that the goods being
sold have to be bought from someone, and it would really help if they
were bought through local merchants.
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That was one aspect which Peter
Hunt of CBS made clear to HNN
when we spoke with him about the
recovery efforts that have been developed in Corryong. While Peter is
very grateful for all the assistance,
it’s evident the region could have
used some of Andrew’s approach,
enabling local retailers to directly
benefit from the support as well. As
he explained to HNN:
We’re a small community town. It’s
been pretty devastating. A lot of
stuff’s been donated and sent up
here. That’s very good and terrific
for people in need — and obviously
there are some people in bad need.
But no one is really poor or destitute, so the stuff that’s being sent
up here, whether it’s food stuff from
the supermarkets, clothing from the
clothing stores, whether it’s building
supplies, or fencing materials, it’s
being donated and coming in from
retailers outside the town. In a way
that has a detrimental effect on the
businesses in town, who then don’t
make the sale.
Peter has received some welcome
support, however, from specific
suppliers. Fastener Specialists Albury, for example, sent Peter a box
of different kinds of cutting disks,
at no charge. Likewise Cement
Australia sent several pallets of cement to the store, leaving it to Peter
hnn.bz

The Upper Murray Pizza cafe decided that
the first New Year’s Day had not exactly
worked out, so they had a second go at it.

to decide what he wanted to sell and what he might donate
to homeowners in need. And Hume Doors simply added an
extra 10 doors to an order he had placed, for free.
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In a story that seems to be repeated in many bushfire affected areas, while there is lots of support available, channelling it into the best possible response is proving difficult. One
aspect of this is that while it is important to provide physical
goods, the people of Corryong have been through a really
traumatic experience, and their recovery is as much psychological as it is physical. Fortunately, it’s evident the town has
really good community resources to rely on. Peter told of
several local events the community has developed to provide
entertainment and support.
One of the girls at the local pizza shop, which is a bit of a
meeting hub, they decided they’d open the pizza shop up on
the 31st of January. They’d have New Year celebrations on the
31st of January, which is her idea. They were going to have
a bit of a pizza cinema there. Well, what’s happened is that
it has snowballed. It’s gone from 50 or 60 people to several
hundred. Now, they’ve had to book the Memorial Hall, which
will hold 300 or 400 people. It’s moved to there. I believe the
police are going to say it’s a BYO license. You’ll get your eski
or whatever, your partner, and a bottle of wine. You’ll go there
and they’ll have a couple bands playing. It’s just a community
thing that the local people do. It’s actually going to be a New
Year’s Eve on January the 31st.
Well, we didn’t have a New Years Eve. Didn’t have much of a
Christmas for that matter. That’ll be a good step. Bring everyone together. It needs everyone to keep an eye on their neighbours, each other, like that thing they advertise
on TV: “Are you all right? Are you okay? Are you
okay, mate?” Just for anyone you might think
needs help.
I think we’re nearly at halftime. It’s like an AFL
footy match where it’s four quarters. I reckon
this weekend, that’s about halftime. We got another couple of weeks of the third quarter and
the fourth quarter.
The same kind of over-subscription also
happened with the Colac Colac Caravan Park,
which is about 7km west of the town. The
owner decided to put on a fire recovery event
at the place, to raise funds. Peter explains
what happened next.
Online, he got over 6000 people wanting to
pay and wanting to come. He can’t handle that
size of crowd at the caravan park. Everyone
thinks they’re doing the right thing, which they
are, that’s great. Everyone wants to come in,
spend money, with the Rotary Alliance out there
cooking sausages and whatever they do. For
people who want to pay $20 or $50 bucks, I
don’t know what the price is going to be. He
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The Colac Colac Caravan Park started out with
a humble gathering for a few hundred, and
ended up with an event for thousands.

can’t handle that crowd, so he’s had to turn to the local Cudgewa footy club, which is about 10km out of town. While the
footy ovals has gone black [from the fire], the club rooms are
all new and the facilities are all there. They can fit that many
people out there.
That’s what’s got to happen. That’s just the response you’re
getting, which is amazing. All money is to go back into the
recovery. I don’t know where that money’s going to go, whether it the shire or or whatever, but it’ll go back into the local
rebuilding of the local things.

Tourism
One aspect of rural economies that has become highlighted with the bushfires is just how much these communities
rely on specific tourism events throughout the year to fund
civic facilities and provide income for local businesses. Peter
mentioned that something like Australia Day can bring up to
6000 people to the area, camping out along the Murray River
and elsewhere. This year, of course, that did not take place.
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On an even larger scale, the town has taken the initiative
of running The Man from Snowy River bush festival, with
takes place from April 2 to April 5. This event brings up to
25,000 people to the town, and is thought to provide up to an
additional $7 million in business revenues.
Everyone in the town, from the newsagents to the butcher,
everyone gets money out of this because we’ve got such an
influx of people. I suppose 70% are nomads, but they still
spend, camp, they’ve got to eat, sleep so they spend money.
You can’t keep relying on handouts from the business community, the same people all the time. For small towns to survive,
you’ve got to look for the foreign dollars.
This is a big thing for this town. I think everyone is looking forward to that because we use 280 volunteers, local people that
all do their bit whether they’re in the arts fraternity, whether
they’re in the music or the poetry fraternity, whether they help
with the street parade, whether they help with the dog jump,
whether they help as a volunteer behind the bar and do a
couple hours there on the Friday, Saturday, and Sunday night,
or that sort of thing. It brings
them all together. They all pay
their way. The footy clubs, they
do the gate or the parking.
One good example of how
tourism events such as this
contribute to the maintenance
of civic facilities is the town’s
golf course.
The golf course do the camping. The golf course is getting
about $60,000 to $80,000 from
people camping on their land.
You go to stop and think about
the golf course has probahnn.bz

Corryong has spent 25 years building
support for its annual Man From Snowy River
Bush Festival. The town can earn up to $7
million from the event, money that is vital to
supporting civic amenities.

bly got about six or seven male members and 15 women.
They need that to survive. Without that, they wouldn’t survive
because the cost of maintaining a nine hole golf course is
phenomenal when you’ve only got that amount of members.

It’s the same with the footy clubs and the rotary club doing
their catering. The fire brigade boys do the rubbish. They walk
around with the wheelie bins and they bring them all out to
the truck, out to the edge of the road where they’re going to
be picked up, or in the garbage truck. I think they get about
$5,000 for doing that, which is money they can use. Because
they’ve earned it, they can spend it any way they wish. It’s not
directed by the Victoria Government or anyone. That’s pretty
good money for them too.

The CWA ladies, they make sandwiches, rolls, and things. They
have a lot of judges out on courses, so they make all that sort
of thing. They supply that and they get paid for that as well. It’s
a lot of money going into a lot of pockets, which keeps them
all viable.

Analysis
“Climate change” over the past 10 years has become one of
the hot-button issues in Australia. It has gradually been built
up to be something of a “dividing line” between people on
opposite ends of the political spectrum.
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However, when you begin to unpack much of the dialogue
around climate change, you are drawn to wonder how much
of this at times acerbic dispute has to do directly with global
warming, and how much it really is more about other issues
that have become bundled in with it, in an unhelpful way.
A good point of departure to examine this bundling, and
what might be done about it, is a now-famous exchange
that took place between the Deputy Prime Minister (DPM),
Nationals leader Michael McCormack, and a presenter on
ABC Radio National’s Breakfast show on 11 November 2019.
The presenter, Hamish McDonald, had asked Mr McCormack
about the link between climate change and
the early start of Australia’s bushfire season.
The DPM was at the time following the line
of insisting that attention should be given
only to recovery efforts, and not to the longer
term picture of causation. In response, Mr
McDonald pointed out that people on the
ground, such as the mayor of the fire-affected
town of Glen Innes, had also raised climate
change. The two parts of that exchange
which are of some interest are these, spoken
by the DPM.
In the first he was responding to a question
as to why matters of causation should not be
raised:
Well, we don’t need the ravings of some pure,
enlightened and woke capital city greenies at
hnn.bz

Nationals leader and Deputy Prime Minister
Michael McCormack.

this time when they’re trying to save their homes, when in fact
they’re going out in many cases and saving other people’s
homes and leaving their own homes at risk.

In the second, he was responding to Mr McDonald pointing out that the government had not agreed to meet with 22
ex-emergency services chiefs, who applied twice to get heard
on the matter of how severe the coming fire season was likely
to be.
And yesterday, [David Littleproud] was at his finest in that
press conference on the Sunshine Coast, making sure that
people were aware of the the crisis and making sure that he
was telling them, have a plan B, take the advice of emergency
authorities. That’s real action. That’s real leadership. Not, not,
not, not the ravings of some greenie in his apartment in Melbourne crying out how terrible coal is.
What is most interesting about this speech are the terms
the DPM uses to describe the people he sees as being somehow the “enemies” of those directly suffering the effects of
the bushfires. In the first clip, he describes them distinctly
as “capital city greenies”. In the second he makes reference to
“some greenie in his apartment in Melbourne”.
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This echoes a general sense that HNN has developed about
understanding attitudes towards climate change in Australia. Those who either do not accept the science on climate
change, or who believe it is overstated, tend to live in regional
and rural areas. They perceive those who do accept the science on climate change to be at least slightly “radical”.
As part of that perception they often bundle up a series of
attitudes to go with that acceptance. This can include more
liberal attitudes towards refugees and immigration, support
for increasing the welfare state at the cost of higher taxes, a
“green” environmental agenda, as well as set attitudes in areas
such as gender identity and even abortion rights.
For people in more urban and suburban areas, these assumptions can be quite confusing. That’s because in those
areas, climate change acceptance is not regarded as radical,
but thoroughly mainstream — in fact it almost defines the
centre for urban politics. Denying climate change is seen,
instead, as being an extremist position. Thus there are large
numbers of people who are conservative on most issues, and
see accepting climate change as actually part of that conservative stance.
There is, of course, a second part to this, which is clearly
outlined by the DPM’s answers, but also partially accepted by
Mr McDonald’s line of questioning. This is that “country people” — as they sometimes self-identify — are on the “frontlines”, directly affected by bushfires and other environmental
disasters, so their opinions should somehow count more than
city-dwelling “woke” greenies.
The most recent fires have, of course, somewhat lessened
that distinction, as Sydney, Melbourne and Canberra have
hnn.bz

Recent projections
of fire weather
(Lucas et al.
2007) suggest
that fire seasons
will start earlier,
end slightly later,
and generally be
more intense. This
effect increases
over time, but
should be directly
observable by
2020.
- Ross Garnaut
2008
rossgarnaut.com.au/climatechange/

found themselves choking under the smoke of bushfires
burning on their outskirts. But it is really worth taking a
good look at this attitude, as it helps to explain why urban
areas are more committed to climate science.
What many people in rural areas have not taken account
of — understandably, as it makes them uncomfortable — is
that in Australia, when it comes to funds for restoring catastrophic damage, it is far and away the cities that end up
paying the bulk of the money required.
This can be something of a difficult point with people in

Bushfire Weather in Southeast Australia
Recent Trends and Projected Climate Change Impacts
The following is an excerpt from one of the foundational studies into climate change
in Australia, authored by scientists from the Bureau of Meteorology and CSIRO
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In this study, the potential
impact of climate change on
southeast Australia is estimated.
Simulations from two CSIRO
climate models using two greenhouse gas and aerosol emissions
scenarios are combined with
historical weather observations
to assess the changes to fire
weather expected by 2020 and
2050. In general, fire weather
conditions are expected to
worsen. By 2020, the increase
in ΣFFDI is generally 0-4% in
the low scenarios and 0-10%
in the high scenarios. By 2050,
the increase is generally 0-8%
(low) and 10-30% (high). The
largest changes are expected in
northern New South Wales. Little
change is expected in Tasmania.
With this increase in ΣFFDI, a
larger number of days with a Fire
Danger Rating of ‘very high’ or
‘extreme’ are also expected. The
number of ‘extreme’ fire danger
days generally increases 5-25%
for the low scenarios and 1565% for the high scenarios. By
2050, the increases are generally
10-50% in the low scenarios
and100-300% for the high scenarios. The seasons are likely to
become longer, starting earlier
in the year.
These results are placed in the
context of the current climate
and its tendencies. During the
last several years in southeast
Australia, including the 200607 season, particularly severe
fire weather conditions have

been observed. In many cases,
the conditions far exceed the
projections in the high scenarios
of 2050. Are the models (or our
methodology) too conservative
or is some other factor at work?
Examining longer-term observations at eight stations,
back to the early 1940s in many
cases, reveals considerable
inter-decadal variability. Periods
of increasing and decreasing fire
weather danger are apparent in
the record. The peaks of these
‘cycles’ occur roughly every 20
years and the time series might
suggest that we are at (or near)
a peak, although there is no
physical basis on which to estimate when or to what extent a
decrease might occur.
There is also evidence for
anthropogenic climate change
being a driver of this upswing.
The current peaks in ΣFFDI are
much higher than observed in
past instances. There are also a
greater number of VHE days at
many locales. There is also the
suggestion that the fire season
is starting earlier. Finally, the
severity and length of the recent
drought [e.g. Nicholls 2006] and
the associated fire danger has
not been seen in the available
records.
The hypothesis posited in this
study is that the naturally occurring peak in fire danger due to
interdecadal variability may have
been exacerbated by climate
change. The test of this hypoth-
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esis comes over the next few
years to decades. If correct, then
it might be expected that fire
weather conditions will return
to levels something more along
the lines of those suggested in
the 2020 scenarios. If fire danger
conditions stay this high, then
the conclusion must be that
the models used to make these
projections are too conservative.
Whatever the case, continued
observation, as well as improved
modelling are required to resolve this question.
What of the human impacts of
these projected changes? The
last few years, particularly the
2006-07 fire season, may provide an indication for the future.
Early season starts suggest a
smaller window for pre-season
fuel-reduction burns. Logically,
more frequent and more intense
fires suggest that more resources
will be required to maintain current levels of bushfire suppression. Shorter intervals between
fires, such as those which burned
in eastern Victoria during 200203 and 2006-07, may significantly alter ecosystems and threaten
biodiversity. It is hoped that
planning authorities can use this
information in the development
of adaptation strategies.
C. Lucas, K. Hennessy, G. Mills
and J. Bathols
September 2007

rural areas, but the fact of the matter is that while larger
cities continue to grow and prosper, rural economic decline
continues, and is likely to accelerate.
Chart 2 is produced by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS), and shows growth in gross value added (GVA)
for industries in the state most affected by bushfires, New
South Wales for FY2018/19. Every growth area is clearly one
that takes place more in urban than rural areas. Agriculture
shows a decline of 14%. As the ABS explains, this is largely
due to drought conditions affecting grain production —
which means that, in an increasing dry country, it will continue to decline overall.
SGS Economics and Planning in their GDP report released
in December 2019, state that:
Despite growth slowing in Sydney, Sydney’s GDP per capita
is now $31,300 higher than Regional New South Wales – the
highest gap between the two regions on record.
From the same report, Chart 3 shows that cities continue
to grow GDP, while rural areas grow slowly or decline. The
only exception is Western Australia,
where mining continues to boost rural
GDP growth.
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Australians certainly, as a whole, acknowledge the importance of the rural
sector, and are willing to support it, no
matter where they themselves live. However, it is a simple fact that anyone who is
paying the bill for a government program
does have a reasonable expectation to
be regarded as stakeholders, and to have
their opinions treated with something
other than disdain or accusations of a
form of extremism.

Hardware strategy
It seems unlikely that there will be
much of a policy shift regarding climate
preparedness over the next two years.
It will take another fire
season as shocking as
the current one sometime in the next two to
three years — combined
with an election in the
offing — to see a substantial allocation of
funds to mitigation and
response preparedness.
The hardware industry itself, however, really
is in a place where it may
hnn.bz

Top, Chart 2 shows growth in gross value added
for various industries in NSW for FY2018/19
as compared to FY2017/18. Bottom, Chart
3 shows how cities have by and large grown
much faster than regional areas.

be able to improve its response to bad fire seasons in the future. As an industry it should look at what happened during
the current fire season, and develop a plan for response.
This should include assessing what tools and materials are
most needed in fire affected regions. Suppliers could help by
assembling and making ready for shipment packages of their
product that can be dispatched immediately before fire shuts
down transportation, and immediately afterwards, when
transportation is restored.
Store owners in vulnerable areas might want to look into
what they may need to do to “harden” stores against bushfires. This could include everything from better storage of
volatile substances, to backup generators to keep the POS
ticking over.
The most difficult adjustment, and it’s one that has to be
made by the nation as much as the individual store owner,
is that in terms of productivity, climate change is going to
reduce and reset valuations. Australia as a whole is likely
going to have to spend $10 billion on building out needed infrastructure over the next four to five years — and it’s quite
likely that will be funded by an additional levy on income
tax. Furthermore, there is probably an ongoing $2 billion a
year required for mitigation and preparedness measures.
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A composite NASA satellite map diagrams
bushfires that had broken out for the period
form 15 December 2019 to 15 January 2020.

For store owners in vulnerable areas, the truth is that it’s
likely the value of their enterprises will, at least for a time, be
reduced. That could turn around over the next decade or so, if
mitigation and preparedness measures are effective, but it is
likely that hardware stores will suffer a number of setbacks,
along with the business communities in which they operate.

Conclusion
Many Australians are, to say the least, a little confused
about the federal government’s overall response to the current bushfire crisis. We’ve attempted to make clear that this
is largely because the overriding issues being dealt with are
more about economics than crisis management.
From the perspective of urban and suburban Australians, it
is a situation where we are moving from having one bushfire
crisis every 10 years, to having three crises every 12 years. The
question then becomes, how do you most effectively allocate
resources between mitigation, preparation and response to
deliver the best results at the lowest cost to the economy?
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From the perspective of rural and regional Australians, the
admission that global warming is now having a direct impact
on Australia would be a “tipping point” for their economies
— and thus for their way of life, as well. Given this, it is little
wonder that climate change denial has such a grip on many
rural communities.
These communities are already poised on the brink of
survival as the value of rural business continues to decline,
while a hotter, drier Australia is going to further depress agricultural production. There are alternative sources of revenue,
including tourism and even alternative energy production.
But what really concerns these communities is the loss of a
way of life established over the past 30 years and more.
Where there is significant hope, however, is that denial
usually produces more harm than the eventual cure. What
is really needed is direct action by the federal government
to boost support for small businesses in regional and rural
communities — especially hardware stores. That could be
done through simple measures, such as introducing four-year
income averaging on tax assessments, as well as introducing pre-approved emergency loans, to relieve the immediate
stress on businesses post-crisis.
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Point of sale (POS) software has spent
much of the past 20 years in an environment
where its development has progressed, but
not at the same pace as much of the rest of
the software industry. In part that has been
because it is a type of software that benefits
somewhat, but not significantly, from internet connectedness. As HNN has described in
the past, cloud-based POS can offer some real
benefits, but given the parlous state of internet connectivity in Australia, those benefits
come with considerable risks attached.
That said, this situation could easily change.
It turns out that the real future gain in benefits for POS is likely to be very connected.
POS data from independent retailers could be
some of the most valuable data available to
Australian businesses, but in order to be truly useful, it needs to be consolidated in bulk,
where it can have data analytics applied to it.
hnn.bz

History
While during the 1980s and 1990s much of the rest of the
business world was more affected by the development and
spread of systems such as spreadsheets and inexpensive database software, for smaller retailers POS came as a real boon.
Combined with barcodes and scanners, it helped revolutionise the industry, to such an extent that retailers today would
not cope easily with the way stores were managed prior to
the introduction of these systems.
In fact, the availability of POS systems radically altered
the way familiar business processes could be managed in
small and medium sized retailers throughout the world. This
helped to fuel a surge in smaller retailers. It seems difficult to
recall now, but during the 1980s small businesses were seen
as some of the most dynamic and innovative, while larger
businesses were slower to react to a changed environment.
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For retail, this was only halted and reversed in the late
1990s and early 2000s, as both advanced logistics and the
global supply chain shifted the advantage back to larger
retailers. Writing about this situation in the UK in their 2010
paper, “The Role of Small and Medium Enterprise Retailing in
Britain”, Ogenyi Ejye Omar and Peter Fraser had this to say:
The UK economy is characterised by many unique relations
between retailers and their suppliers. The “balance of power”
in this relationship has changed significantly in the past four
decades in favour of the largest retailers, and this trend has
been highlighted particularly in the grocery supermarket field.
In a realistic sense, SME retailers have not benefited much
from such a shift in power relationship. The largest supermarket operators have been able to take advantage of their structural market power, the use of information technology, and
generally increasingly sophisticated management to achieve
considerable cost savings, not just in traditional merchandise
purchases, but also in newer areas such as fresh produce and
petrol, as well as in the area of retailer-dominated physical distribution management. It is, however, debatable whether the
development of such retailer-supplier relations is beneficial for
consumers.
More recently in Australia, smaller retailers in hardware
have managed to regain ground, largely through a great deal
of self-discipline which brought them together into successful buying groups, such as Hardware & Building Traders
(HBT) and the Independent Hardware Group (IHG).
But today data analytics is posing a new threat, which
could grow to be as significant as the one previously created
by logistics and global sourcing. To date, the rising field of
data analytics has favoured big companies more than small
ones. Larger retailers have the scale to deliver significant
amounts of data, and the capital necessary to really get into
data analytics. Wesfarmers is the prime example of this, but
companies such as Woolworths and Coles are also active.
hnn.bz

However, small retailers can fight back in this area, just as
they fought back against the logistics revolution and global
supply, and in much the same way. By putting aside some
of the competitive opportunities, and instead pursuing the
advantages of the community of retailers, they can stay “in
touch” with the larger leading companies, and make better
use of their natural advantages in the Australian market.
That said, there are two key factors which are holding back
retailers from making this kind of change when it comes to
data. The first is one purely of conception: when we think
“data analytics”, we think in terms of those analytics which
are most suited to larger retailers. The kind of analytics that
will help smaller retailers are really very different.
The second factor is that if small retailers are limited in
their access only to the data that they themselves produce,
analytics is of very little real use. In order to succeed, small
retailers in similar and adjacent sectors will need to find ways
to consolidate and share data.
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That is going to prove to be quite difficult. Even if smaller retailers are ready and willing to share data, there are a
number of key questions that first need to be answered. Who
will be responsible for consolidating the data? How will data
privacy be protected, both for customers, and for the stores
which provide the data? Given that the data could be onsold
to third parties, how will that be controlled sensitively, how
will those data products be developed? How will the resulting profits be distributed?
The companies in the best position to answer most of
those questions and the ones best suited to set up implementation are actually the POS developers. But while they are the
best implementors, the basic organisation of such a movement would have to originate with retailers.

The difference between big and small
The field of data analytics has itself been dominated by
companies and organisations large enough to offer very wide
and deep sets of data — which is only natural. However that
has meant that much less attention has been paid to the
kinds of analytics that will be more useful to smaller retailers, and to the ways in which those smaller retailers might
make the best use of that data.
For example, when it comes to larger retailers, one of the
terms we’ve seen cropping up more often over the
past couple of years is “unified” retail. The best way
to think about this is as something like “omnichannel+”. In addition to making products available
across a wide range of channels, providing an ideal
“path to product” for the customers, unified retail
also seeks to merge the data streams created by
CONTINUES P58
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The original barcodes were circular. Legend
has it that the idea of barcodes was first
sketched out in the sand of a Miami beach
at the end of the 1940s, but it was not until
the invention of the laser that the concept
was commercially viable.

PRODUCT FOCUS

Changing up POS boosts business
Merino Engineering switches to Cobalt for cost and features
When Michael Kubank stopped by Merlin Software’s stand at the HBT National
Conference, he discovered a comprehensive alternative to “business as usual”
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Making the change to a new
point of sale (POS) system can
seem risky. But for many hardware
retailers, there comes a point of
time when they realise that the first
POS you adopt isn’t necessarily the
best one. What’s needed then is a
company that helps you transition
simply and easily.
That was certainly the experience
of Michael Kubank, the owner of
Merino Engineering in Cardiff, New
South Wales. Cardiff is located
about 15km inland from Newcastle,
and Merino Engineering has been
a fixture in the town since 1984.
Mr Kubank joined the company in
1998, and his family bought a share
of the company shortly afterward,
in 2000. He became the sole owner
in 2015.
Mr Kubank came to retail a little
accidentally, after playing semi-pro
basketball for some time. As he
told us, at the time he started out: “I
was sort of young and fearless and
didn’t really know what I was in for!”
As part of the Hardware & Building Traders (HBT) group, the store
operates in that group’s Industrial
Tools & Trade (ITT) section. The
three main categories of products
Merino sells are fasteners, abrasives and safety products. While
those are the main items, like many
retailers in the industrial area, the
company also sells a very wide
range of other products. As Mr
Kubank puts it, they sell “I guess
any consumable that any industrial
workshop, metal fabricator, or mine
would need. Whatever small to
large consumables they’re using,
we would sell them.”
Heavily reliant on its business-to-business trade, Merino
takes pride in having a very loyal
group of core customers. While
there has been some customer
churn, as Mr Kubank says, “Generally, you may lose one customer for
some reason, but you’ll often find
you pick up another one as well.”
The store has been affected by
some problems in the local econ-

omy. While coal mining is often
seen as a major industry for the
Hunter Valley (where Cardiff is
located), the local economy is
actually far more diverse than
that, with both the manufacturing and service sector playing a
major role. Nonetheless, when
coal production dipped five
years ago, Merino and other
local businesses felt the affects.
A recovery has swept in since
2018, however, with the Hunter
Valley alone seeing a gain in
mining jobs of 350 — a significant increase for a regional area.
After a bit of a dip in sales, Mr
Kubank describes business at
the moment as “steady as she
goes” — which is a welcome state
of affairs for any hardware retailer today.

A better system
It might have been that slightly
slackening market that first led Mr
Kubank to question whether Merino really had the very best POS for
its particular needs. In any event,
Mr Kubank found himself stopping
by the Merlin Software stand at the
2017 HBT National Conference
in Sydney, and having a chat with
the the developers of the Cobalt
POS software there. That was Mr
Kubank’s first conference, as he
had only joined HBT a little over a
month before, in April.
What started as a casual conversation at the stand, soon changed
into a longer term relationship, as
Mr Kubank describes it.
I spoke to the Merlin guys down
there, at the Sydney HBT National Conference tradeshow, and
it all just went from there. They
gave us a demo online, and we
kept the ball rolling, and eventually changed over.
The main motivation for thinking
about changing over was the cost
of the system Merino was using,
or as Mr Kubank puts it: “I think
our previous POS was sort of on
the dearer side with what we were

Michael Kubank stands outside his store.

using. It just seemed to be very expensive for what we were getting.”
But while that might have started
his interest in Merlin’s Cobalt product, what continued it and soon
made Mr Kubank a committed user
was the range of modules offered
by Cobalt, and the ease of integrating it with other tools.
We wanted a program that
could do everything for us. Now
we use Cobalt for pretty much
everything. All our sales, all the
general ledgers, and everything
like that, it is all there.
So we can use Cobalt to do
our monthly reports, and we
know every customer that we’ve
got, every account customer
that we’ve got in our system.
We know where they are each
month, so we know who’s our
number one customer, and
who we can maybe work on a
bit more. And different products, we can put out a product
list, and we know how many
of those products we sell each
month.
What really attracted Mr Kubank
to the product from the beginning
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was Cobalt’s combination of depth
and versatility.
When I had that first meeting
with Merlin in Sydney, what
most appealed to me was the
point of sale. When you’re in
our sales screen, when you’re
doing an invoice for a customer,
on each individual product, you
can click on that product, and
it brings up the history of that
product for that customer.
You can see when they last
bought it or what you last
charged that customer on that
product. It saves you going back
into different screens and different areas in the program to look
all that up.
That invoice screen is just great
for us, because we’ve got a
lot of cash sale customers that
come in. We know if they come
in and buy that same product
a week later, we can look that
transaction up quickly, and give
them the same price. It just
makes it a lot quicker and more
efficient while we’re at the sales
counter there. And especially
when you’ve got a few customers waiting.

Interconnecting

Transitioning

Conclusion

A big part of the Merlin experience for Mr Kubank has been the
transition from the previous POS.
As he describes it, Merlin helped
to prepare both him and his staff to
move over to the new system.
We did a couple of demos, and
we had a few training sessions
online. Then we hooked up to
their system, and they gave
us a good run through on
the sales side of things,
mainly. After that, Carol
and Lorraine here, who do
our accounts, invoices and
other things like that, Merlin
gave them a few tutorials as
well. So we got to know the
system pretty well before we
switched over.
It was a pretty easy program
to learn anyway. The program’s very easy to get your
head around. It had everything we needed, and it
makes life a lot easier for us
to have it all on one system.

There is no doubt that moving
from a familiar POS to a new system carries both costs and risks.
However, many retailers would be
surprised if they examined some of
the advantages that innovative POS
systems can provide. That is particularly the case for Mr Kubank, who
was moving from a less specialised

As most retailers move to more
complex analysis of sales data,
for forecasting and performance
monitoring, being able to get data
out of the POS has become more
crucial. Mr Kubank has found this to
be one place where Cobalt does a
good job.
We can export all that information onto an Excel sheet, and we
can pretty much export any data
out of Merlin and use it however
we like. We do that on a monthly basis.

Backups
With things like ransomware an
ongoing concern, backups are
today more important than ever.
One of the key features that Merlin
offers is continuous offsite backup
of server data.
So Merlin back up our data
remotely, and then we’ve got a
USB here into the Cobalt server.
We can change that over, or we
can take that home if we need
to. Over the Christmas break,
we took that home. So if we had
an incident here, and we’d have
a backup on us at all times.

POS to a more specialised one.
Fortunately, if there is one area
where software providers have
evolved rapidly, it is in providing
the kind of customer care needed
to make for a smooth transition.
Where once retailers would find
themselves with a humming server
and a manual to read, today they
offer training, assistance in moving
data to a new system, and ongoing
support.
Some features to consider looking
for in addition to those nominated
by Mr Kubank include:
• Pre-installed software on the
server. If the software company
can deliver a server setup to run,
that not only saves the retailer
time, but also a good deal of
stress.
• Simple initial setup. For example,
companies like Merlin enable
retailers to setup the initial databases through spreadsheet files.
• Comprehensive set of modules.
At a minimum this should include the basic POS, accounting,
commission sales, and ecommerce. As a bonus, a system that
can handle payroll as well is a
good idea.
• Comprehensive report generation. Being able to look through
transactions in fine detail, summarise account activity, and understand stock flow can be vital
to making a business run better.

all customer interactions. This includes physical and online
stores, email and social media.
The end goal of these efforts is to create the most accurate
picture of each customer, and the customer’s interactions
with the retailer. This will then enable the retailer to target
that customer with the best possible marketing messages,
as well as providing, in aggregate, a view of the markets the
retailer is reaching.
In fact, when we refer to “omnichannel+”, the + part is really data analytics. Omnichannel is seen as a customer-facing
strategy. Data analytics is its internally-oriented complement.
It is, in fact, establishing a universal “path to data”.
Key to these unified commerce efforts is customer identification. That identification is easily achieved online, through
the use of user logins and tracking cookies. In the physical
store, however, it is more difficult to achieve, and has been a
major driver behind rewards programs such as Flybuys.
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For smaller retailers — especially in hardware — this particular analytics approach does not make all that much sense.
Grocery stores and clothing stores, for example, may benefit
from understanding individual customers, as their purchase
patterns tend to be repetitive and predictable. In hardware, it
would be a big mistake to note someone is purchasing bathroom fittings or a power drill, then try to sell them the same
products three or six months later.
What would be of far more use would be the ability to spot
aggregate trends rapidly and effectively, as they develop and
spread. Detecting these trends is less about individual purchases, and more about what is being purchased in a single
transaction, and in what sequences those purchases occur.
While the data from individual customers would be helpful,
linking that data to the identity of a specific customer is not
really necessary.

The result
The main outcome of doing this kind of analysis would be
what we could call “transactional segmentation” (tseg). While
most smaller retailers rely more heavily on market segmentation than larger retailers, that
segmentation analysis has become
increasingly less accurate and less
helpful over the past decade or so.
Where 20 to 30 years ago the
primary market segmentation was
simply the age of the target market,
today behaviours are far less generation- and age-linked than they once
were. One reason why Millennials
are so difficult to market to is that
they are far more diverse in their life
choices and influences. They might,
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Data analytics can seem a dry subject, but
data dashboards help bring its insights to
life. Here is a sample dashboard that track
store activity.

for example, decide to do what their grandparents do, follow
the path of their parents, or come up with something entirely
new.
Equally, the once standard path of moving from a rented
dwelling, through a period of saving, and onto home ownership is no longer nearly as certain. More and more people are
seeking to stay out of the housing market, and finding other
means of investment.
Tseg offers a more accurate alternative to standard segmentation because it is not based on demographics, but on
behaviour. It looks at trends as they get established in a
market, then finds the triggers that will help retailers to predictively enable that trend, and deepen it into higher-margin,
more effective categories.
Tseg does not produce the familiar segmentation categories. Rather than, for example, “empty nester”, “new mother”,
or “first home owner”, tseg categories will be based on activities, such as “the organiser”, “the designer/decorator”, or
“Mr/Ms make it work”. It is much more about the roles that
customers choose to play at various times in their lives.
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What is most interesting about tseg categories is that it
turns out that they tend to be very culturally based. Customers are encouraged to adopt these roles because there is
a current trend in that direction, and it might be fun to go
along with a trend for a time, or because their circumstances
have moved them to the role.
On the ground, being able to detect and trace the rise of
tseg categories gives retailers the ability to respond to these
new patterns of purchasing in a way that delivers both greater customer satisfaction, and better sales. When retailers respond very effectively to these kinds of categories, customers
respond with a sense of identification with the store. The important element here is that this sense of identification arises
not out of familiarity, but out of an appreciation for the way
in which the store has changed.

Getting the data
If smaller retailers are going to
have any chance in keeping up with
larger retailers in analytics, it is vital
that moves are made to enable them
to combine and consolidate retail
data gathered by POS systems.
That is not going to be easy. Where
buying groups were built on some
savvy buying practices by specific retailers, and delivered instant
results in the form of better supply
prices, working with data is going to
be different.
hnn.bz

Analytical dashboards come built into
some software products. Below is a standard dashboard built into the high-end
Oracle Business Inteligence module.

If we think about the mechanics that would be involved,
these would start with the POS systems collecting the data
that would be needed — which most of them do well already.
Of course, retailers have both an implicit and an explicit, legal
obligation to make sure that the data of customers will be
protected. The best way to ensure this would be to establish a
standard for anonymising this data, and to have that process
take place during the export of the data from the POS software itself. The information that would be retained would
be the date and time of the transaction, the goods purchased,
and possibly transaction size information (as a percentage of
monthly turnover) as well.
Temporary customer identification would be good to have,
but this would apply only to the data that is under review. So
a customer might be identified by credit card or other details,
and assigned an alias id number, but that id would apply
only to that month’s data, with the customer automatically
assigned a new id when the next month’s data is produced.
That store data would also never be analysed in isolation,
but only in combination with a number of other stores in
the same region. Geographic areas would have to be chosen
in such a way that it would not be possible to “back out” the
performance of a single store.
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Store data would have to be sent by the POS system to
some third party organisation, where it would be consolidated, and put through data analysis to extract the relevant
information. That information would then be worked up into
reports, which would be returned to the participating retailers, possibly through the POS systems themselves.
It is highly likely that this data would be regarded as being
very valuable by a range of businesses and organisation in
Australia. The profits made from onselling that information
should mean that this service was offered to retailers for free,
or at a very low cost.

What does analytics look like?
One of the problems with
fostering better adoption of data
analytics is that it tends not to
get represented in much detail.
While it is true that if you go a
little too deep you do tend to get
mired down in calculus notation
when it comes to analysis, and
complex systems of interpretation when it comes to AI, the
basics of data analysis are not
really that hard to understand.
In fact, one of the biggest
obstacles to understanding data
analytics is that people presume
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Dashboards are particularly useful when
managing larger networks of stores, as
they can both sum up overall activity and
make it easy to drill down to fine detail.

it is much more sophisticated than it really is. There are
points where it is very sophisticated, but the basics are not
that hard to understand.
Looking at some of the simple objectives, perhaps the most
useful and easy to understand is how sales data might be
used to develop an awareness of emerging customer segments. To do this, we could use something called “k means
clustering” (kmc).
That sounds complex already, but really it is not. It is best
to start understanding this kind of analytics by taking a
familiar situation, then seeing how analytics duplicates and
expands on that.
Suppose someone were to take a stack of paint colour
chips, each representing a single paint colour in the red,
yellow, orange spectrum, and ask you to sort them out into
heaps representing each one of those main colours. Given 300
such paint chips, how would you go about sorting through
them?
Probably you would start by finding three chips, each of
which very definitely represent each of those colours. You
would then begin sorting through the other chips, adding
some to each of the colour piles.
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At quite an early stage in this process, you would find yourself moving away from the chips you had initially selected
for each colour as the comparative, and selecting colours that
were closer to the average colours, as this would make comparison easier. When you had sorted most of the chips you
might start using chips that were “edge cases” to make the
comparison, making it easier to choose between something
that was orange-red from one that was red-orange.
kmc is pretty much that exact
process, translated into mathematical terms, and working with
numbers instead of colours. kmc
looks at a set of data and asks the
question: if we assume a set number of clusters (the “k” value), how
would those clusters come out?
Just as a simple example,
suppose that we are looking at
POS data for transactions that we
know are for bathroom renovations, and these have been consolidated so that they represent
the total expenditure for these
projects.
Let’s suppose we have data
for 2000 different transactions.
There is a math algorithm (within
sum of squares) that can provide
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The diagram below shows the graphed
results from running colour sorting via
kmc. The black dots represent the “centroid” mean value for each colour cluster.

a strong indication of the optimum number of groups the
dataset will provide (the k number). Let’s suppose that in this
case that is five clusters.
kmc begins by picking five data points completely at random, which in the first pass through the data will stand in for
“centroids”, which is the data point that best represents the
mean of the cluster. In the human colour example provided
above, these first selections were guided by a colour choice,
and there are some kmc techniques which optimise the process in the same way. Those can speed things up a little, but
in terms of outcome, there is no difference between making
random selections, or guiding that initial choice.
Next, we go through the other 1995 data points, and assign
each of them to one of the five very approximate clusters
by comparing key values and working out which of the five
assumed centroid points each data point is closest to.
Then, just as in sorting colours you would move from an
extreme colour, to a more average colour to base comparisons
on, kmc works out what the real centroid data point of each
cluster is. That is effectively the mean value of the cluster.
Using that new centroid, you check to see if now some data
points need to move from one cluster to another, based on
a reassessment of their distance from each of the centroid
points.
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When a data point is added to or taken away from a cluster,
the centroid point can change, which means the whole process needs to start over again. After a large number of re-iterations over the data points, the end result will be a set which
groups the dataset into k number of clusters.
Kmc at its heart is this kind of iterative shuffling and comparison. It just keeps going and going until the clusters are
optimised in terms of membership and distribution.
How might a retailer make
use of the results of this kind of
analysis? Looking at just a single
set of these statistics, it would
be possible to work out what the
price range was for each level of
bathroom renovation. Presuming
that each POS transaction was
accessible, you could then go
through the products that were
ordered in each cluster, and from
that derive a good picture of the
market at each pricing level, from
economic to luxurious.
Even better, continuing to
collect and analyse this data over
months and years, you would be
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Effective market segmentation can drive
more better marketing by making communication more effective for the target
audience.

able to clearly spot shifts in buying patterns as they occur,
and more to adjust marketing and stock to match those.
Where this process gets really interesting is when it moves
from numerical data to looking at category data, which would
delineate the actual products purchased. Using a process similar to kmc, known as k-modes, it would be possible to take
a wide range of POS data and group this into sets of items
commonly purchased together. Applying demographic and
customer survey information to this, you can then develop
tsegs from this clustering.

Using transactional segments
The way in which retailers will be able to make use of
this kind of data analytics is largely going to depend on the
quality of the reports that are produced. In an ideal situation,
those reports would begin by identifying the main tsegs for
the geographic area where the retailer is located. This would
be compared to previous reports for that area, both in the
prior period and for that period in previous years. This would
give the retailer a sense of how the market was developing,
and what new opportunities might be emerging.
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Suppose, for example, that one pattern that was noted was
the simultaneous purchase of a hot glue gun, chalk paint, and
a “mouse” sander. That could be an indication of the growth
of a tseg that HNN would term “heavy craft”. Part of heavy
craft is finding ways to revitalise and repurpose used furniture for the home.
That category has grown in large part because there is a
significant gap in today’s furniture market. At one end is the
simple, cheap, practical and functional furniture that IKEA
sells. At the other end is the slightly over-priced stylish furniture which stores such as Freedom sell. For budget-conscious,
stylish consumers one of the best options is to “adopt” furniture discarded by others, and then repair and update it.
As a segment, heavy craft skews a little younger, but not
always. It’s really pretty much demographic independent, not
a “life stage”, nor a universal trend. For hardware retailers in
markets where this segment becomes active, there are a number of ways in which they could take advantage of it.
Making a specific heavy craft section in the store would
likely be too much, but a simple window display, with a chair
in its original condition on one side, and refinished on the
other half, along with the products and tools used to make
the transformation, would be a good start, a signalling to
those interested in this segment. One step further would be
to develop a small, bright tag that indicates this kind of craft
item, and use that throughout the store to guide customers.
Segments such as this might not be active in a regional
market for all that long — perhaps four or six months. But
the potential for an increase in sales, if two or three of these
are treated as active at any one time, is strong.
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Additionally, the report could show a broader view, for the
state, as well as for areas that were demographically similar
— comparing markets in inner urban areas of capital cities,
for example. That information should help to shape the buying decisions of retailers. This might be in direct response to
the data, which might show rising demand in some product
categories, but it could also relate to the segments revealed
themselves, with retailers calculating the products those
segments would demand in each seasonal period.

Additional data markets
The data produced by this type of community effort would
likely find some strong markets. In terms of analysis, the
data would be welcome by many economists, and would help
to give them a far more accurate picture of the role of small
business. State and also federal government bodies would
likely find it useful, as would companies which produced
consolidated overviews of specific industries.
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One of the other main beneficiaries would also be suppliers to the hardware industry. While these companies will
very obviously know what their own regional sales are, this
data would give them a great overview of how categories are
doing in different areas of Australia. In terms of their marketing and overall strategic planning, it would very valuable to
them.

The way ahead
Today, outlining a project such as this does seem somewhat
ambitious. One of the reasons why it is really worth considering is that having access to this type of data in the future is
not only going to be about keeping pace with larger businesses in the hardware sector. It could also be just as much about
inter-sectorial competition as well.
As retail continues to move more towards online sales, the
competition for every dollar spent as physical stores will
continue to increase. Those sectors that manage to make
their customer markets more visible through data analytics
are likely to grow and expand, with an inbuilt advantage over
sectors with lack that capability.
In short, the hardware retail industry does have a cohesiveness and community spirit that is greater than many
adjacent retail sectors. One way of looking at data analytics
is that it represents a way to better leverage that community
capability.
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John Ioakim

The Lakes H Hardware - LAKES ENTRANCE, VIC
How did you come into the hardware business?
I was the store manager of this store under the previous owners when it was
a bannered store. In 2016 the owners called me looking to sell. My wife,
Leanne and I spent many a night around the kitchen table running figures
and swapping ideas for the store. We decided to go for it but we wanted to
be truly independent and in control of our stock.

What made you decide on branding your new store H Hardware?
We had a few recommendations to join the HBT Buying Group and when that
stacked up we had a chat with Steve Fatileh who showed us the branding
for H Hardware. It looked great, the colours are eye catching and it really
stands out. The clincher for us was that the store was ours, we could be

For more information and
membership application call

1300 305 719

independent with a strong brand and no forced promotional stock eating up
floor space and our bottom dollar.

How is business today?
We opened in July 2016 and 12 months on business is good. We’ve had
growth and we have strong customer base. Our trade business makes up
75% of the business, I look after that and Leanne is the face of our retail
side. It’s come along way from our first official order that BGC sent to our
house and I borrowed a trailer to be able to deliver it to site.

What would you say to someone considering transitioning
to H Hardware?

If you want to have control of your business, your stock, your promotions
and a stand out brand,then H Hardware is a no brainer.
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Home Depot’s latest DC
is made for trucks
in this
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• Lowe’s executes
on digital

• Techtronic
Industries makes
tool range for
Walmart
• Flat bed DC for
Home Depot pro
customers

The US home improvement retailer
is developing more
ways to better serve its
professional customers, and has created a
flatbed distribution
centre (DC) where
large semi-trucks and
rail cars roll through
the building.
The new
800,000-square-foot
facility opened in Dallas, one of its largest
markets. It plans to
open similar ones in
other cities as part of
a USD1.2 billion, fiveyear investment in its
supply chain. (See One
Home Depot article.)
While only 4% of the
company’s customers
are professionals in the
remodelling and maintaining the residential
market, they represent
45% of Home Depot’s
annual sales. Stephanie
Smith, Home Depot’s
senior vice president of
supply chain told The
Dallas Morning News:
Customer expectations are definitely
rising, and pros want
speed and reliable
service.
In the DC, flatbed
trucks can roll through
the middle of the
massive building as
heavy products such as
timber, ladders, pipes
and roofing materials

can be added from
either side.
Flatbeds can hold
multiple deliveries, and
the facility can handle
up to 65 to 75 trucks
going out per day.
That’s thousands of
deliveries per week to
customers within a 75mile radius of Dallas,
Ms Smith said.
That compares with
smaller trucks loading
a couple of orders from
each store and then
returning and doing it
again and again. Stores
try to make next-day
deliveries, she said,
“but now we can guarantee it.”
Home Depot has
discovered that as the
largest purchaser of
timber in the US, it can
leverage its position
to manage the rail and
truck inbound deliveries to DCs.
The flatbed fulfill-

ment centre in Dallas
is on a rail line that’s
been extended into the
building and can hold
10 railcars. An outside
yard can handle 20
more railcars. The
system allows Home
Depot to take control
of that entire supply
chain, from the timber
mill all the way to the
customer, according to
Ms Smith.
Bill Lennie, executive
vice president of outside sales and service
for Home Depot, said
the pro customer in
the old days operated
with a tape measure
on his belt, but today’s
pro is shopping online
and looking for reliable
deliveries. He said:
The younger pro in
the market is coming in
with their touch screen
devices. And with a
shortage of people
in the trades such as
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plumbing, everyone is
trying to make their
crews more efficient.
The retailer is also
building a 1.6 millionsquare-foot fulfillment
centre for online
shopping next to the
Dallas flatbed facility. When completed,
Home Depot will have
4.5 million square feet
of distribution space in
Dallas, Ms Smith said.

Kiosk trial
In another initiative,
Home Depot is piloting
four “part-finder” kiosks at a store in Philadelphia that will scan,
identify and illustrate
exactly where in the
store to find a certain
product.
Customers seeking
a replacement screw,
hinge or bolt, for
instance, can place
continues next page
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Multinational mass
market chain, Walmart
recently launched a
new tool line called
HART that will allow
it to compete directly
with Home Depot and
Lowe’s.
The wide range of
tools covers lawn and
garden to automotive,
including items like
leaf blowers, lawn
mowers, and chain
saws. The HART
brand is exclusive to
Walmart.
A key selling point
for the HART brand is
each battery-powered
product uses a single
interchangeable battery system, including
all of the 20V and
40V power tools. This
rechargeable platform
should help create a
valuable brand ecosystem, as customers are
likely to expand their
collections over time.
This streamlined ap-

proach also gets rid of
electric cords, gas-powered tools or the need
to throw away unrecyclable dead batteries.
HART is made by
Techtronic Industries
(TTI), the same company that makes Milwaukee, Ryobi, and Hoover.
There are 340 items in
the HART line.
A Walmart representative explained
that the launch of the
HART line came as
the company saw an
opportunity to offer
higher-end products
for the DIY homeowner that are comparable
to Ryobi at Home
Depot or Craftsman at
Lowe’s.
Customers were asking for higher-quality
tools, and the company
saw a need it could
meet, especially as it
already has significant
exposure to the DIY
customer with its

dominant retail
position in rural
America.
Though
Walmart offers
a similar line of
products at a
lower price point,
its entry-level
Hyper Tough
tool line, it made
sense for the
company to target a higher-end
customer. The retailer has moved
away from its
traditional
bargain-bin
positioning as
consumer tastes
have changed.
Walmart has been
focusing more on
private-label brands to
capture higher-margin
sales and leverage its
store base and e-commerce platform. It
can support the new
product line both with
its stores, where it can

introduce customers
to more popular items,
and its e-commerce
business which can
carry more specialised
items.
As the retailer looks
for growth in general
merchandise, home
improvement presents
itself as a natural opportunity for Walmart

to grow sales, one that
expands its profit margins more than other
higher-volume categories like groceries.
https://bit.ly/372HBt6
https://bit.ly/392fF9O

Slyce CEO Ted Mann
said while its retail-focused technology is
cloud based, the kiosk
is programmed to
know the specific
store’s inventory of
products. That means
someone has to take
a bunch of photos of
every one of the about
5,000 screws, bolts and
nuts in Home Depot’s
the part in the kiosk
Slyce, a company that fasteners section,
to find out which aisle makes visual search
which the kiosk is serand where in that aisle software for retail, that vicing at the moment.
to find the part.
developed the kiosk
At first, Home Depot
It is working with
machine.
shipped Slyce a bunch

of products to photograph. But that was
not the most scalable
way to do this, Mr
Mann said.
So Slyce built a training mode into the kiosk
that will allow someone in the store to scan
a product and upload
it to the cloud along
with its barcode and
location in the store.
The company has
also pushed these
“learned” products to
the machine’s cloud, so
all four kiosks cur-

rently being piloted
have knowledge of
the department’s full
inventory.
Sourced from The Dallas Morning News and Technical.ly.
https://bit.ly/397Z5pi
https://bit.ly/2u8FfLS

Home Depot DC (cont.)
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tomers in new formats,
It is spending USD1.7
billion over the next
five years to modernise
its supply chain with
digital technology
including opening new
distribution centres.
Mr Ellison told analysts:
!...part of this transformation can be
reflected in our opening of two new bulk
distribution centres
and three cross-dock
terminals … This inLowe’s has integrated its ecommerce system with Yardi Systems, a large software applications-defrastructure improvevelopment company for asset and property management.
ment will be key to
As part of its growth directly from their
Other new e-procure- Lowe’s transitioning
from a store base home
strategy, the US-based company’s procurement features allow
delivery model to a
home improvement
ment system and later B2B end-users get
market-based model.
retailer is improving
pick up the item at any customer-specific onThe company is using
its ecommerce platof Lowe’s stores.
line pricing and digital
Google Cloud techform, including its
According to Digital
purchase approvals.
LowesForPros.com
Commerce 360, Lowe’s Lowe’s senior vice pres- nology to improve the
site for professional
and Yardi are vague
ident for Pro sales and customer experience
across all parts of the
contractors.
on the details about
service Fred Stokes:
business, with a focus
Lowe’s is also adding the new arrangeYardi demonstrates
in some new B2B
ment, including how
our continued progress on three key areas.
A seamless, personecommerce tools for
many Yardi software
in making it easier for
procurement managusers there are, how
[professional contrac- alised digital experience: Lowe’s is working
ers. The retail chain
specifically property
tors] to grow their
to optimise the online
began integrating its
managers can utilise
businesses with us.
ecommerce system
LowesForPros.com and Over the past year, we customer journey, from
with Yardi Systems, a
if Yardi or Lowe’s is
have focused on meet- search to navigation
to checkout, personlarge software applioffering any discounts ing the basic needs of
cations-development
or other incentives to
our [professionals,] and alising the experience
company for asset and property managers.
now we are investing in for different types of
property management. But the technology
new partnerships and customers.
Merchandising
Lowes and its B2B
relationship with Yardi improved experiences
and inventory imecommerce site, Lowis part of a series of
to better serve this
provements: Using
esForPros.com, is now B2B initiatives under- important customer.
Android-based mobile
a registered vendor on way at Lowe’s. For exSupply chain
devices, Lowe’s is
Yardi’s software. This
ample, pro customers
Lowe’s is also looking giving store associates
means that propercan now go online to
to update its overall
the ability to view and
ty managers across
create custom cataecommerce program,
update pricing and ina wide variety of
logues for recurring
commercial real estate purchases, access pur- technology and supply ventory on-the-fly. The
company has rolled
markets linked to the
chase history reports, chain to overcome a
out 88,000 SMART
Yardi platform can
and set up and manage variety of lingering
Mobile devices to allow
select LowesForPros.
tax exemptions online performance issues
and serve residential
its staff to efficiently
com as a vendor, make in their Lowe’s busiand commercial cusaccess real-time data
a digital purchase
ness account.
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without leaving the
sales floor or losing
engagement with a
customer.
Data analytics and
machine learning:
Lowe’s is leveraging
Google Cloud to grow
its capabilities using
machine learning and
analytics. By centralising its data lakes into
BigQuery, Lowe’s will
empower employees
across the company to
gain greater visibility
into different aspects
of the business and
make more data-driven
decisions. This data
centralisation, coupled
with artificial intelligence and machine
learning algorithms,
will provide Lowe’s
with the ability to
model everything from
the impact of severe
weather to demand
forecasting.
Lowe’s said that it
will ultimately provide
a more fluid, “channel-less” customer
experience spanning
from product discovery to return visits.
Sourced from Digital Commerce 360 and HBS Dealer.
https://bit.ly/396DqO5
https://bit.ly/31ooQPi
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The Home Depot
recently provided
an update on its One
Home Depot strategy
at its 2019 Investor and
Analyst Conference.
The One Home Depot
investments include
everything from
store enhancements
and new e-commerce
solutions to a USD1.2
billion five-year investment to build the
fastest, most efficient
delivery network in
home improvement,
and a comprehensive
Pro ecosystem.
At the end of 2017,
Home Depot unveiled
its plan to invest
USD11.1 billion over the
following three years
to transform itself into
a more digital-centric
retailer, with a goal
of lifting revenues
to USD115 billion to
USD120 billion in 2020,
up from USD101 billion
in 2017.
One Home Depot
was announced as a
digital transformation
strategy to create a
seamless experience
for customers across
its digital offerings and
its 2,000-plus physical
stores; break down
internal data silos to
get a clearer picture
of customer activity;
and a more efficient
supply chain for the
business. To speed up
its digital shift, the
company committed to
hiring 1,000 additional IT staff, including
software engineers,
user-experience

designers and product
managers.
Almost two years in,
Home Depot has made
substantial progress,
but older tech infrastructure is proving
a drag on its efforts.
During the analyst
conference call CEO,
president and chairman Craig Menear said
that unwinding legacy
technology “has proven more complex than
originally anticipated”.
Home Depot’s revamped B2B website,
which targets professionals rather than
part-time DIYers, is
a notable area that’s
been affected.
The site’s ability to
create more personalised experiences for
users has helped boost
Home Depot’s B2B
sales, but further efforts to tailor the site’s
offerings for the largest building contractors have been delayed
because of unspecified
problems with legacy
systems.
The home improvement retailer also
listed other initiatives
as part of One Home
Depot including:
• Integrating
special order,
price and delivery
functionality for
large pros
• Improving the
ease of use of
the Home Depot
websites for pros
and DIYers
• Improving digital
store navigation

The Home Depot can deliver homes or jobsites, as soon as the next day

tools for customers
• Streamlining order management
systems in stores,
a move that has
led to customer
experiences that
are 35% faster
• Improving personalisation “to
unlock a more
comprehensive
view of the customer”
At the conference,
Mr Menear pointed to
the success of Home
Depot’s long-running
effort to grow online
sales, which have seen

increases of about
USD1 billion in each of
the last six years, making it the fifth largest
e-commerce operation
in the US, he said.
And 50% of the time,
customers choose to
pick up their orders
inside our stores – a
testament to our interconnected strategy.
Mr Menear maintains
that people are the key
to its success, and the
company is investing
a million hours per
year over the next five
years in training and
development.
In 2020, the com-
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pany’s preliminary
guidance is for sales
to ramp up to 3.5% to
4.0%, both on a total
and comp-store basis.
Those numbers are
lower than consensus
Wall Street forecasts of
about 4.3%.
Sourced from HBS Dealer and
Forbes.
https://bit.ly/37ZiMzq
https://bit.ly/2GUymAq
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The home improvement retailer said it is closing 34 outlets
across Canada because of underperformance. They include
26 Rona locations, six Lowe’s stores and two Reno-Depots.
Tony Cioffi, interim president of Lowe’s Canada, said in the
statement:
While making decisions that impact our associates and
their families is never easy, closing underperforming stores is
a necessary step in our plan to ensure the long-term stability
and growth of our Canadian business. We are taking decisive
action to build a healthy business which will provide us with
the flexibility to reinvest in our future growth.
Lowe’s said it will also simplify its store banners for efficiency, reorganise its corporate support structure across the
country to help stores and rationalise its product assortment for a more coordinated offering to Canadians.
Mr Cioffi said Lowe’s would invest in its supply chain, web
platforms, corporate stores and dealer network. Affected
employees may be able to transfer to nearby stores, he said.
US-based Lowes bought Rona in 2016, and owns about 600
stores across Canada under the Lowe’s, Rona, Reno-Depot,
Ace and Dick’s Lumber banners, employing some 28,000
people.
https://bit.ly/31qOl2M
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Screwfix store rollout
in Irish Republic
in this
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text “fix
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After launching
three new stores
in Ireland, trade
specialist Screwfix
wants to maximise
the opportunities in
the building and renovation boom with a
plan to expand to 40
branches.
The brand is
already familiar to
tradespeople and
home renovators
through its online
operation, Screwfix.
ie.
Each of the new
stores will stock
about 10,000 products
including power tools,
workwear and heating
and electrical parts.
Customers can also
place orders online
or through phone for
items from a catalogue
of 24,000 products.
Screwfix CEO John
Mewett said in a statement:

We’re extremely
excited to be launching
Screwfix stores in Ireland to help tradespeople get their jobs done
quickly, affordably and
on time.
The creation of bricks
and mortar stores
in Ireland is a major
milestone for us and
a direct result of the
increasing demand
from Irish tradespeople

… Our Irish customers
are already committed
to our Screwfix.ie website, but we know the
convenience a Screwfix
store provides their
local town.
The three new stores
are located in Sandyford and Swords in
Dublin and Waterford.
Another store will
open in Ennis, Co
Clare.

Screwfix is part of
home improvement
group Kingfisher
which also owns B&Q
and Castorama and
Brico Depot.
Sourced from Irish Times and
Retail Insight Network.
https://bit.ly/39hL7kT
https://bit.ly/2OoIk10

Kingfisher performing “fix it” job on itself
Shares of Kingfisher,
owner of the home improvement B&Q chain,
as well as Castorama
and Brico Depot in
France, have fallen 43%
over the past three
years. At a GBP2.14
recently, they are back
where they were about
10 years ago.
In 2016, the company embarked on

One Kingfisher, an
ambitious five-year
plan to sell the same
products in all of its
territories, unify its
information-technology system to boost
online sales, and move
toward operational
efficiencies.
However, the group
has struggled to implement these initiatives

because customers in
different territories did
not seem to want to
buy the same products.
This has hurt the share
price, and Kingfisher
missed consensus
sales estimates for its
third-quarter update,
Chief executive Thierry Garnier, who took
over from Véronique
Laury, said that he
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would “stop or pause”
several of his predecessor’s initiatives to stabilise performance and
trading. He has been
given the power by the
company’s board to
break up Kingfisher’s
sprawling empire if he
sees fit.
Mr Garnier said that
continues next page

europe
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Kingfisher “fix it” job (cont.)

Kingfisher is currently trying to ditch unprofitable businesses in Russia and Iberia
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to Brexit and a weak
housing market. And
Kingfisher was expected to benefit from
struggles at main rival
Homebase, but both
have suffered from
fierce online competition.
Julie Palmer from
corporate restructuring firm Begbies Traynor said the board will
know that a change
in CEO does not mean
an instant change
in fortunes for an
organisation as large
as Kingfisher. She told
Proactive Investors:
The advantage for
Thierry Garnier is that
this poor performance
will give license for him
to put his own mark
on the organisation.
Bold changes will be
needed across the
board to entice people
back into store and
to generate a bug for
DIY once more — and
in a climate where
disposable income is
low, there should be a
market opportunity to
create demand for people looking to renovate
their homes at a lower
cost.
Mr Garnier said he
would update on strategy when Kingfisher
publishes full year
results in March.
Kingfisher maintained its forecast for
a flat gross margin for
the full 2019-20 year.

in France, with 224
shops. Its Screwfix
business, which sells
trade products to
plumbers and other
professionals, is a
jewel of the business
but accounts for
only 14.3% of sales.
Mr Garnier said in a
statement:
It is clear that
there is much to
attempts to unify its
from organisational
do to improve our
overseas operations
complexity and we are performance…we are
and supply chains had trying to do too much
building a longer-term
“brought disruption to at once, with multiple plan to refocus on our
sales and has distract- large-scale initiatives
customers, simplify our
ed the business from
running in parallel.
model, embrace digital,
focusing on customers
Mr Garnier said this and return our busi…” He added:
had disrupted sales
ness to growth.
My early assessment and distracted the
Kingfisher also faces
is that we have not
business from focusing a raft of broader macro
found the right balance on customers. He said issues. In France, the
between getting the
his priority was to fix
housing market rebenefits of group scale operational issues,
mains less supportive
and staying close to
particularly in IT and
of DIY because house
local markets.
the supply chain in
prices remain below
He spent the first
France, where like-for- the market peak of
eight weeks on the job like sales slumped 6.1% 2006, which means
talking to staff, visiting in the third quarter.
fewer people moving
Digital focus
stores and meeting
It currently makes
house and doing DIY.
Kingfisher recently
customers and suppli- 43% of sales in the
There has been poor
appointed
Jeaners. He said:
UK, where it has 939
consumer confidence
Jacques
Van
Oosten as
We are suffering
stores, and 37% of sales in the UK, largely due
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its new chief customer
& digital officer. He
joins from Lego where
he was chief digital
officer. It is not his first
time with Kingfisher,
having previously held
a role there as group IT
director from 2005-08.
Prior to that, Mr
Van Oosten built up
expertise in leading
technology, data,
digital services teams
in the retail and home
improvement sectors
including previous
roles at Travis Perkins
and Tesco. Mr Garnier
said:
JJ is an experienced
digital leader with a
track record of driving
change in international companies. He has
a key role to play at
Kingfisher as we look
to accelerate our digital
and data capabilities
and grow ecommerce
sales.
Sourced from Barrons,
Proactive Investors and Retail
Gazette
https://bit.
ly/2UuT8hQ
https://bit.ly/36Rznnm
https://bit.ly/37Y3Gu0

NEW PRODUCTS
Blundstone’s Women’s Safety Series boots provide an
extra level of support and cushioning with the company’s
SPS Max Comfort system, featuring XRD® technology.
XRD® Technology offers repeated impact protection by
absorbing up to 90% of energy with every step taken. This
changes the level of performance, comfort and confidence
for the wearer and reduces fatigue and orthopaedic issues.
The boots are designed with moulded TPU bump caps
to avoid abrasions, built-in steel shank for maximum torsional stability, impact-resistant steel toe caps, and rubber
outsoles specifically designed to increase slip resistance in
varied environments.

Designed for professionals, ECHO’s X
Series has its trademark ES-Start technology, a spring assisted system for easy starts,
vibration reduction and low emission
engines.
The CS-2511TES top handle chainsaw
is highly manoeuvrable and can be used
for long periods with little user fatigue.
Grouped controls and a swing-out lanyard
ring has been positioned for greater balance and easy climbing for arborists.

The DeWalt Interceptor earmuffs are
high-performance, offering excellent
noise reduction with a high level of
comfort. Made for the tradie on the power
tools, the adjustable moisture wicking
headband removes moisture whilst providing cool comfort.
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Linkware Australia has patent designed
360 minis that have 360-degree outlet
rotation. The outlet can be placed in any
position to suit an application. Made
from solid brass construction, the range
includes blue and red buttons. They are
also available in chrome.
The minis have quarter-turn ceramic
disc operation and take pressure up to
1,000kpa.

John Ioakim

The Lakes H Hardware - LAKES ENTRANCE, VIC
How did you come into the hardware business?
I was the store manager of this store under the previous owners when it was
a bannered store. In 2016 the owners called me looking to sell. My wife,
Leanne and I spent many a night around the kitchen table running figures
and swapping ideas for the store. We decided to go for it but we wanted to
be truly independent and in control of our stock.

What made you decide on branding your new store H Hardware?
We had a few recommendations to join the HBT Buying Group and when that
stacked up we had a chat with Steve Fatileh who showed us the branding
for H Hardware. It looked great, the colours are eye catching and it really
stands out. The clincher for us was that the store was ours, we could be

For more information and
membership application call

1300 305 719

independent with a strong brand and no forced promotional stock eating up
floor space and our bottom dollar.

How is business today?
We opened in July 2016 and 12 months on business is good. We’ve had
growth and we have strong customer base. Our trade business makes up
75% of the business, I look after that and Leanne is the face of our retail
side. It’s come along way from our first official order that BGC sent to our
house and I borrowed a trailer to be able to deliver it to site.

What would you say to someone considering transitioning
to H Hardware?

If you want to have control of your business, your stock, your promotions
and a stand out brand,then H Hardware is a no brainer.

